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Credits falsely awarded;
former secretary charged
By MARK TURNER
Editor
A number of false documents have
been discovered in connection with the
correspondence courses offered through
the University
An internal audit by the University
has revealed that a limited number of
credits were awarded for correspondence courses students had never
completed
According to University President
J.C. Powell, the falsified documents
were discovered, not
through
irregularities in the files, but through
irregularities "in things that were done
by other people."
Fannie Faye Benton Covey. 41, of
Estill County, will be charged in connection with the case.
Covey, a former secretary in the

office ot continuing higher education,
turned herself in Sunday after a
warrant for her arrest had been issued
Friday.
The warrant charged Covey with 49
counts of criminal possession of a forged
instrument in the second degree, a class
D felony, and 31 counts of theft of services.
Covey has been released on her own
recognizance.
The warrant stated Covey was
"engaged in a course of conduct
whereby she. having control over
services of (the University), intentionally diverted such services to the
benefit of herself and others on 31 occasions."
The warrant also charged Covey with
possession of 49 official university
grade cards which had forged
signatures.

Covey was charged with using these
cards to deceive the University
Covey allegedly sold credits to persons who paid her directly and did not
pay the University for the classes which
they received the credit in.
Powell said all of the individuals involved have been notified in writing.
The individuals involved are being
given due process He said the students
will have "the right to validate anything
that we say is not good."
It has not been said if the University
will seek criminal charges against those
individuals who allegedly received the
falsified grades for the correspondence
courses.
There are still a lot of loose ends,
according to one University official,
loose ends that Covey can help clear up

After Calkin controversy

Athletes eligible for frats
Bv ROB DOLLAR
Staff Writer
(photo by SCOTT ADAMS)

A new University policy making
University athletes eligible for
fraternities has vetoed a controversial
One of the top University runners. Ed Strobach. number
The Colonel harriers finished third in the 10,000 meter cross
team rule employed by the men's
country championships last Saturday. The state meet, 108. junior from Chagrin Falls. Ohio, is shown here leading
gymnastics coach last year that
i hosted by the University and held at Arlington Golf Course, the staggard pack of runners Strobach finished ISth overall
resulted in several members leaving the
in the meet
featured top runners from all over the state.
squad
According to Dr. Gerald R. Calkin,
men's gymnastics coach, the University
Athletic Committee passed the policy
lale last spring after the controversy
developed and it was approved by the
University a short time later.
Up until this time, the University was
without a policy regarding athletes and
fraternities, which resulted in individual team policies arising, as well
Rv ROB DOLLAR
over Miller with his automobile, as she a true bill is established against the as vast discretionary powers on the
si«ff Writer
was walking across the Martin Hall defendant, who is then bound over for parts of coaches.
trial in circuit court
parking lot
Concerning the pledging of fraternities. Calkin stated that this year a
The court case of Granville Turner III
He then allegedly forced her into his Tiiujaeek, the Progress introduces learn member would be "free to do so.
was waived to the Grand Jury by Judge car and drove her to the Spurlin Trailer PS, a postscript featuring Dateline, as long as he meets his obligations to the
(ieorge William Robbins after the Park, where she managed to escape
team."
preliminary hearing in Madison County from him by running to another trailer the Placement Pipeline, a TV Log,
This is a far cry from last year, when
District Court Oct. 2.
as
well
as
W
Kkl
I
M
listings.
and telephoning police.
Calkin was the focus of controversy
Turner, a University student, was
Turner's case will be one of several
arrested by Richmond city police cases
thai the October term of the
September 5 on the strength of a Madison
County Grand Jury is
warrant that charged him with first
to hear, when it convenes for
degree wanton endangerment and scheduled
Ihe first time Oct. 4.
kidnapping

Running wild

Kidnapping case
waived to Grand Jury

r

Periscope

editorials

The warrant was taken out by Julie
Miller, a University coed, because of an
alleged incident that took place in the
early morning hours of Sept. 5.
Turner reportedly attempted to run

The fact finding body is charged with
the responsibility of determining
whether or not there is sufficient
evidence that a crime was committed,
in any of the cases brought before it.
If sufficient evidence is found to exist,
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after six members of the ll-man
gymnastics squad quit or were
dismissed from the team during the
school year.
One of the reasons for the high turnover rate was the controversial team
policy established by Calkin which
prevented gymnasts from joining
fraternities.
Two members of last year's team that
were dismissed by Calkin were Brad
Wallace and John Harky, both presently
on the University cheerleading squad
as well as fraternity members.
Wallace was thrown off the team last
spring when Calkin discovered that he
was a member of the Sigma Nu
fraternity, having pledged the
preceding year.
Harky, a co-captain of the team at the
time of his departure, had unpledged his
fraternity when Calkin issued team
members involved an ultimatum of
choosing between gymnastics and
fraternity life.
He, too. was dismissed from the team
about a month after Wallace for
reportedly not giving 100 percent to the
team and program.
Neither Wallace nor Harky have
sought to rejoin the team this year and
Calkin has not invited them back, in the
wake of the new University policy.
Harky stated that even though he
misses gymnastics, he is happy with
cheerleading and his fraternity. Phi
Delta Theta.
Wallace, on the other hand, equated
cheerleading as a sort of substitute for
gymnastics, lacking the competition.

but providing opportunity for involvement, as well as use of skills
learned in gymnastics
According to Calkin, he has discussed
the controversy that occurred last year
with his team and has particularly
emphasized the key element of time.
Calkin said that every gymnast
spends between 20-22 hours per week in
the gym and that usually there are other
activities associated with gymnastics
that needed to be attended to.
He added that gymnastics and
academics would take up much of a
gymnast's time and that there were only
so many hours in a day.
According to Calkin, it was his belief
that the main priorities of the team
should be academics, gymnastics, and
then other outside activities, in that
order
He went on to say that if he felt a
gymnast could not handle his studies
and gymnastics both, that he would
advise him to drop out of the gymnastics
program
Referring to recruitment. Calkin
stated that last year's incident had no
effect on recruiting potential University
gymnasts and that the best group of
freshmen ever were on campus for the
coming season
He also indicated his pleasure with
the progress ol this year's team and said
that he was looking forward to one of the
bes' years in University history.
Calkin further stated that he was not
aware if any team members were
pledging a fraternity or not.

'•S
(ptioto bv JAMES KEI If VI

Homecoming queen candidates
Row L Catherine Dotton, Judy Meiman, Julie Payne, . Martha Tagtauer.. Debbie Bright, Jenny Henderson, Brenda
-*-...,:*-,_Kim Montgomery. Karen RoHina. Kathy Gruner. * ^
Harris, Carol Merritt.
^
^ g E|)Ma p<jiTy Shann John80n Crystal Williams,
-..Kathy Joyce. Candy Hechman, Kathv Gombert. Marybeth
ja^Rdw 2: Jennifer Dyer, Shannon Bell, Melanee Buttery,
Price.

ill

^
-_ r^,,^ Jorie xtotfa*. Donna Hays, Cheryl
Grieainger, Wendy wmston. Aletha Sizemore, Debra French,
Melissa Melville. Margery Duvall
.Row 2: Connie Craven, Dianna Smith, Kim Garr, Cathy

Cundjff, KarSh'Newconi, Gina Moore, Cathy g"
Howell
'■•"..• ,♦"'■'■
"

"'-fcbie

Row 3: Marsha Devine. Kim Miller. Maria Lowson. Bonnie
Campbell, Cathy Deaton, Sharon Bolts, Terea Carter. Maria
Domenech.
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Editorials

Foster, Cooper take big step
with new organization
Steve Foster and John Cooper
have taken a big step for the Student
Association (SA).
Foster, SA president, and Cooper, SA vice president, have helped
in the formation of a new national
student government association.
The American Student Federation
(ASF) was formed this past summer
by a group of students who were
dissatisfied with the policies of the
United States Senate Association
(USSA).
Two other organizations, the
National Student Association and
the National Student Lobby, had
merged to form the USSA.
The USSA had been acting as a
lobby group in Washington, D.C.
They had been lobbying on such
issues as abortion and gun control.
This was the major reason given
by Foster for the SA leaving the
USSA.
Foster has said that any organization which represents students with
a national lobby should be
concerned with educational issues
and not moral issues. This is true.
The ASF should be a good
organization, and a worthwhile one
for the SA to belong to.

Foster and Cooper both hold
offices in the new organization.
Foster is on the Board of Directors
and Cooper is the treasurer for the
ASF.
These are obviously positions of
great trust. But the way Foster and
Cooper went about disclosing the
new organization to the SA and the
senate, showed little trust on their
part.
They should have come before the
senate at the first meeting and
announced their jobs with the ASF.
Foster and Cooper have said they
would continue to work with the
ASF even if the senate decides not to
join. How much respect would they
have had in this organization if their
own student association does not
support its existance.
Many of the senators have said
they felt cheated at how Foster and
Cooper went about making public
the new organization.
Will the senators loose respect for
their president and vice president?
Probably not; as a group at least. If
Foster and Cooper were to "hide"
an issue from the senate again.

though, it would not be surprising it
their credibility were hurt.
Foster and Cooper have said they
wanted the old senators to vole on
the withdrawal from the USSA
because they were more familiar
with that situation. Thev went on to
■•u> they wanted the new senators to
vote on membership in the ASF
because they were to be the ones
affected by it.
These arc good reasons, but they
could have informed the senate of
their position in the ASF.
Foster and Cooper said they did
not tell the senate of their
involvement in the new organization
because they did not want it
affecting the vote on withdrawal
from the USSA.
The withdrawal issue passed the
senate very easily. The knowledge of
Foster's and Cooper's involvement
would not have mattered.
Still the ASF represents the SA
and Foster and Cooper hold high
offices m it. If the organization does
substantial good, none of this will
matter much. It is up to Foster and
Cooper to make things happen for
the University through the ASF.

People
are same,
distinctly
different
"I don't care what you say. All
frat guys act alike. They all act so
macho - you know -- 'hey baby...'
and 'watch me crunch this beer can
on my head' types. ~ an Independent

Appeals
Committee
because the employees were being
tried by their accusers. For students,
the idea of trial by peers is severely
It is safe to assume thai many of crippled with the installation of this
us have experienced the problems of board.
our present parking system. UnforThe Parking Appeals Board was
tunately, more than parking zones created in order to provide a
have changed under the new regularepresentative body to govern Unitions. The Parking Appeals Board,
versity parking. But when considercreated during the reorganization of ing the ratio of students to Univerparking, now hears all non-moving sity employees in the University
traffic violation appeals.
community, can two students in
In past years, if students received comparison to four University emtickets for non-moving violations, ployees be considered a representathe avenue of appeals was the tive body?
Student Court. The accused was
The Student Court was establishprovided with defense advisors to ed under the Student Association
assit his or her appeal. A prosecutor constitution to handle constitutional
was appointed to represent the case,,
sc^jjBsye
^issues and parking appeals. The
for Safety and Security. The Court,
rt, ""attei
latter duty has been abolished this
composed of eleven student justices, year. The loss of this delegated duty
heard the case and decided on the by the Court can only be viewed as a
guilt or innocence of the accused.
giant step backwards for student
Under the new system, students rights.
are tried before the Appeals Board.
The appeal is now submitted in
This board, composed of four writing, and the accused is given the
University employees and only two option of appearing in person. The
students, was created to give faculty power to review the past violation
and staff employees a designated history of an individual and to levy
avenue of appeal.
suspensions has been invested in the
Their appeal in the past had been Appeals Board. There will be no
to the office of Safety and Security. prosecutor or defense advisors,
This situation proved ineffective which are essential to present both
By DALE WARREN
Chief Court Justice

sides of the case.
Evidently, as shown by the absence of a prosecution, the organizers of the committee feel the ticket
given requires no explanation and
can be considered an automatic
valid prosecution.
The Appeals Board has also been
given the authority to make recommendations regarding the improvement of parking services. The
Student Court, as a result of
problems arising from cases, made
recommendations at different times
last year (though most of these
failed to produce results). It is
questionable as to whether the Appeals Board's recommendations will
be deemed serious enough to merit
results.
The Student Court was given
specified duties under the constitution, and carried the duties out
competently and justly. The loss of
their jurisdiction over parking appeals hurts the student body.
Couldn't a separate appeals board
for faculty and staff have been
created? This would have allowed
for both students and University
employees to be more adequately
represented, without a huge loss for
student rights.

"He's an SAE, he used to date
this KD, but I saw him downtown
last night with some Independent."
- a Greek
Sorority girls won't go out with
you unless you're in a fraternity." —
an Independent
The Sigma Chi jacket hadn't
affected her attraction for him one
way or the other. She really hadn't
even thought of it until later. She
just thought he was cute.
They had talked in class and
seemed to have a lot in common.
After class, he asked her to go with
him to the grill.
They walked to a table surrounded by his fraternity brothers
and she suddenly began to fed a
little uncomfortable. She felt she
was being sized-up by the three
sorority girls sitting at the table with
them.
She started to shrug it off - he
was just a nice-looking guy and the
girls just wondered where SHE came
from, that was all — when he
suddenly popped the question: "Are
you in a sorority?"
"N-no I'm not," she had answered.
"Maybe I was imagining
things," she recalled later, "and I
hope I'm wrong, but his whole
attitude towards me seemed to
change." - an Independent talking about a Greek

Editors' mailbag
How do I even know if there is an
Appeals Court? For all I know this institution takes my money and ignore my
appeals. Is this fair? How many other
students does this involve? I want some
answers! Do you?
Gary Jameson
909 Commonwealth

the Progress. 14 Sept. 1978.
Sometimes it is difficult to find a place
He did a good job of presenting a brief in a college newspaper for this type of
overview, but the problem is more commentary-and it is even harder to
Editor:
complicated than the Progress has find writers with this level of insight.
This is my second year at Eastern
space for explanation.
We certainly could use more of this
Since you are interested, you should
Kentucky University and still there is a
problem with traffic citations.
endeavor to get a full explanation sort of approach-one which delves to
aboout details from Dr. Reed, other the core of our thoughts and emotions,
This semester, under the "new"
faculty, administrators and from me. rather than merely skimming over
version of traffic safety laws. I have
If, after examining as much in- them.
received a number of traffic citations.
Bravo to your two fine writers and
formation about this problem as you
Some of these tickets I deserved, others
can, you conclude the same, namely, best of luck to the Progress this year.
I did not.
Kditor:
Since there is supposed to be an
To Debbie Jamison. Steven Starbuck. "that this grade dispute has been
Greg Loomis
"Appeals Court" I went down to etal.: I'll not take exception to your greatly blown out of proportion," then
Managing Editor
security to fill out an Appeals Form. conclusion "that this grade dispute has you will have drawn an informed and
The Trail Blazer
Before I could though. I had to pay the been greatly blown out of proportion." I hopefully, a sound conclusion. AcMorehead State University
shall point out that you may have dif- cordingly, you will have done yourself
citation first
Whatever happened to "innocent until ficulty substantiating your conclusions. and others justice. No mean task.
Letters to the editor are welcome.
MarkDePree All letters must be signed, less Iha'n 4M «
You got no information frornDr. KeepV
proven guilty? V Nevertheless I still paid
or other faculty and administrators.
.the Tine and filled out the form.
words and incline the address and
Tour weeks later I went to appeal because they decided not to comment on
telephone number of the wlrter. *
the incident and not because the law
another ticket.
*
Adress all correspondence to:
This is' when I be*
-«ry curious prohibits them.
Editor:
Editor. The Extern Progress, Fourth
This
problem
is
a
public
Ov-vun
eu^e
abml the Appeals Court. I talked to Mr.
I think both Sarah Warren and Shelby Floor. Jones Building.'- EKU. Rich
Duncan, Head of Security, and he did and there is no legal requirement that White deserve a good deal of praise for mood, KY. 40475.
not know where the Appeals Court was. Dr. Reed) and others'be silent.
their thoughtful look into the alienation
Any member of the 'university
You did not get any information from so common to us all in "She learns by community interested in submitting a
or if they had even met yet.
Isn't ythis shocking that security can me. because I would have known.
repetition" and "He learns by. guest opinion article to. the Progress
You did. hwever, get an idea of what repetition, too" in your Sept. 14 and 21 for publication should contact the
set up an operation like this and not even
happened from Rob Dollar's article in issues
know where the Appeals Court is!
editor.

Ticket troubles

Grade dispute

Foreign praise

Oiwtan't win either way. Greeks
label independents - sometimes they
even exclude them from their social
circle - and non-Greeks are continually stereotyping sorority and fraternity members'. To be one or the
other immediately places one in a
category.
But wait a minute. This is not
1962. "Animal House" was a lot of
fun, but we've seen Vietnam, marijuana and abortions since then.
Times have changed.
Sorority girls are no longer rich,
elite socialites. The members no
longer try to act pure and prudish or
chastise their sisters for staying out
all night with their boyfriends.
The philosophy is no longer "how
sorority (fraternity) can mold you
into a wonderful human being," but
"how you, by being an individual,
can add something distinct and
special to the organization."
Today, the decision to pledge a
sorority or fraternity has a lot to do
with the amount of free time one has
and the type of social activities one
enjoys.

Expectations of the true rewards
that come with being a part of a
Greek organization — the sister or
brotherhood, the sharing, the closeness - may also influence a decision.
Those who decide against it have
their own reasons, too. Besides not
having the money or the time, the
reasons may include valuing one's
individuality and independence, not
wanting to be exclusive in social
situations or not wanting to be
LABELED.
That puts us back to where we
started -- Greeks labeling Independents and Independents labeling
Greeks ~ something that can cause
senseless antagonism between individuals, result in hurt feelings and
even inhibit potential friendships
from blooming.
Labeling an individual because he
or she is part of an organization is
discriminatory and as ignorant as
labeling someone because they are
black or white.
Every person is basically the same
and also distinctly different, regardless of the letters (or lack of) on his
or her chest.

Mark Turner.
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News/
Lewis is burger king

County Fair, whop pin good time

Two fraternity representatives wear 'mayo mustaches' as
they struggle to put down that last bite during the Whopper
eating contest at the SAE county fair

The Sigma Pi's wre the overall winners in the fraternity
division of the fair, while the Alpha Gams placed first for the
sororities

Then there was down-the-hatchet
Jenny Treadway who engulfed three
By BETH MCHOEN
burgers with a "lwo-handed"-smasnFeatures Editor
the-Whopper technique and returned to
Telford Hall with a first place trophy for
Bet he couldn't eat just four Whoppers the Phi Mu's.
-with everything on it? You lose, 'cause
The list goes on and on with plenty
he did.
more contented first and second place
Almost, anyway. When the five winners; eight other good, clean (some
minute time limit was up in the whop- messy), hysterical, fun-filled events;
per-eating contest. Phil Lewis had and oodles of booths run by individual
enhaled all but a morsel of the fourth; a sororities and fraternities' featuring
feat that not only made his Sigma Pi ring tosses, egg throws and a kissing
brothers very proud, but one that will go tent-2S cents a smooch.
down in the annals of SAE County Fair
Like County Fair Chairman Gary
records.
Wheeler says. "It's just a perfect way to
Lewis wasn't the lone victor, however. get
all the sororities and fraternities
There were several other sorority and
fraternity members that left the Sigma together and just have a good time "
Participants must think so too.
Alpha Epsilon County Fair last Friday,
for the ninth year in a row.
maybe wearing a mayo mustache or because
with cigarettes that don't smoke so well. most of the Greek organizations show up
at the fair, usually with a booth and with
but nevertheless winners.
"Fingers Bowman," a favorite choice intentions of competing in all the wild
among the audience, was outdone by and crazy' events that go on throughout
Alpha Gam's Janet Hume in the the day Kurt Heyer. an SAE. hasn't
cigarette rollingcontest. but did manage missed it for the last five years.
"And." said Wheeler, "if they run
a respectable second place showing for
their booths well, come up with creative
the Thetas.
ideas, they can come out ahead."
Smitty.was the man with the fast
As the dimes and quarters rolled in at
fingers in the guys' division at the in- a slot-machine rate, booth owners
tramural field behind Palmer Hall that 'according to Wheeler) should have
day
picked up more than enough revenue
He rolled his way to victory with 13 between 2:00 p.m. and 7:00 to cover the
not-so-tokeable cigarettes for the DU's. $10 booth fee and the $20 charge for

events
That is. with the exception of the
SAB'S.
After providing two sets iif horseshoes, eight sets of checkers. 18 tins of
tobacco. 18 packs of rolling papers. 33
quarts of cider. 72 eggs, four sets of
stilts. SAE County Fair t-shirts. 20
throe -font tall stakes, rope and twine,
four step ladders, a bullhorn, 22 trophies
and ...70 Whoppers, they'll be lucky to
break even.
That's okay though; they had a
wallopin'good time and 'probably made
a few friends.
Everybody loves a party.

Free
head job
On October 14 eight of the Snooty
Fox designers will be going to
Boston, Mass., to study under John
Dcllaria, one of the top ten hair
stylists in the world.
In preparation for this training an
instructor will be coming to the
Snooty Fox Salon on Sunday,
October 8 to demonstrate and teach
some basics of the designs that will
be taught in Boston.
The Snooty Fox Salon needs
models for the training session on
October 8.

Dormitory scares
Commonweath elevator
Smoke causes
plunges 40 feet
false alarm at Telford
B\ CHRIS EI.SRKRRY
Staff Writer
"Damn, it was incredible"--Kevin
Brinley.
An elevator with an estimated 20-25
people aboard plunged nearly 40 feet to
the ground floor at Commonwealth Hall
late Wednesday night. No one was
seriously hurt.
"The generator got overloaded and
burned out." said Commonwealth dorm
director Ken Heinschmidt. "There was
also an emergency brake which is
supposed to lock the elevator, but there
were so many people on it that it just
overrode the brake."

The elevator was traveling up and
was between the third and fourth floors
at the time of the incident, and though it
has only a 2500 pound weight capacity on
it. according to some witnesses, as
many as 25 people were on that elevator
Kevin Brindley. a freshman from
Carrollton. suffered the only apparent
injury other than a good scare. "The jolt
of impact caused me to strain my
knee." Brindley said "It's still pretty
sore, but I'm going home this weekend
and have it checked."
On the fall itself Brindley said. "It
happened pretty quick. I could see the
light for the fourth floor come on. then it
kind of stopped and it went three, two.
one. boom' It was a real good impact.

Everything you ever
wanted to know about flu
. . .but were afraid to ask
O.K. Here are the facts and
figures about flu shots as fast and
hard as 1 can give them to you. They
are from the U.S. Public Health
service. (They're a bunch of Feds,
but you can't have everything.)
What are the complications and
their risks?
I) The Guillain - Bane syndrome:

trials had redness or tenderness at
the site of injection," says the
report, and goes on to say that there
was no more aching or fever in a
group given "placebos," (which is
just fluid with nothing in it).
4) How effective is the vaccine?
80 per cent prevention. The 20 per
cent who catch flu anyway have

M.D. Beat the Bug

Bv DAVID WINTERS
Staff Writer
Sunday night. Oct 1, the co-eds of
Telford Hall were startled by the sudden
sounding of the fire alarm system.
At 11:45. smoke from a fire on Big Hill
Avenue drifted into the halls of the
upper floors. A resident smelled the
smoke and pulled the fire alarm.
Residence hall director.. Judy
Davenport, stated, "l-don't think the
alarm was pulled prematurely. If you
smell smoke and think that there is a
possibility that it might be your building
on fire, you should pull the alarm.
Better safe than sorry."
After the alarm sounded, co-eds were

Lisa
Renshaw

The news of the week is marked
with death. How depressing.
The worst plane disaster in U.S.
history (they always get worse)
happened over San Diego last week.
A Pacific Southwest Airlines jet,
carrying 135 passengers, collided
with a single-engine Cessna 172
manned by a student pilot and his
instructor.
Not only were all the passengers
on both planes killed, but an
estimated 13 people on the ground
were killed by falling plane wreckage and bodies.
Federal investigators said that
more people on the ground may
have been killed. An exact count
can't be determined until all the
wreckage and bodies have been
shorter and milder cases. There is, in
sorted through. Coroners are conother words benefit for all.
tinuing to put together the mutilated
5) Who gets the vaccine?
bodies and are having to use dental
Priority goes to the "high risk"
charts
for identification.
group - those over 65, those with
There was a definite communicaheart, lung, kidney diseases, diabetes, anemia, and those under tions gap between the control tower
treatment for cancer or transplants. and pilots involved in the crash.
Also (from an article in the New Blame for communication misunEngland Journal of Medicine those derstandings cannot generally be
age 19 or younger, as they are the placed on either the control tower or
pilots.
prime source of family infection.
The number of small plane flights
However, as noted last week,
have increased as well as the number
institutions suffer from flu more
of commercial flights. Airports have
than the general community which
had to cope with this additional
puts their risk tip and therefore their
flight travel using the same facilities.
priority.
More bad news. Pope John Paul I
6) How are the shots given?
is dead only 34 days after he was
First we will announce when they
arrive. We hope, to have to reorder - ' elected by the cardinal conclave.
According to Vatican reports, the
but we have ordered more than we *
have ever given out before, and' 65,-year-oId Pope died from a heart
attack. The Pope was found lying in
must see what the demand turns out
bed with an opened* book of
Mb*,
meditations nearby.
We will allow about a week for
'The Rev. John Magee, the Pope's
' the htfh risk people to get their shots
private secretary, kad gone to check
first. Further directions will be given
on the pontiff about 5:30 a.m. after
r )at thi time the shots arrive.
he failed- to show up at his usual
Keep an eye on this space and I'm
time in his private chapel.
hoping for a box on the front page.

Coles
Raymond
a polio-like nerve condition found in
all flu programs. Chances of getting
it - 10 in a million. Chances of
dying of it -- 4 ten-thousandths of a
per cent. Chances of complete
recovery -- 99.96 per cent.
2) So what is the death and
complication rate of the flu itself?
Unfortunately, it changes every
year as the viruses undergo continuing processes of what we call
"mutation," or change. That's one
reason why we need a new vaccine
each year, and of course, we are
always one year behind because
there is no way to manufacture and
distribute a vaccine against THIS
year's viruses in a few weeks.
The changes in the virus INCLUDE changes in how sick they
make you. It is'certainly many times
more dangerous than taking the
shots, not fo mention what the
disability of flu does to your
education.
3) O.K., so what about the crack
that .you'U be just as sick from the
shot as from the flu itself? No
longer true, although it was once.
"Less than one third in the clinical

«<■ had to force the doors open to get out,
it was incredible "
The elevator will be out of order for at
least two weeks while repairs are being
made, hut according to Heinschmidt, it
could take as long as a month.
"We have to buy a new generator and
that takes time." said Heinschmidt.
i 'in we're hoping to have it fixed in ohly
two weeks."
Warning signs about the elevator fall
were up in the lobby soon after the incident. "It's for their own good." said
Heinschmidt. "I mean, people don't just
jump off the Golden Gate bridge.
Hopefully, people will have a little more
common sense about crowding into
elevators now."

escorted to Walter's Hall for the purpose
of organization. Davenport said that.
"The girls did an excellent job of getting
out of the building and getting organized
over at Walters."
One of the outstanding aspects of this
unscheduled fire drill was the speed at
which the women were able to evacuate
the-building Assistant Patrol Director.
Walker, stated that. "To the best of our
knowledge, everyone was out in a
minute and thirty seconds. This was just
fantastic."

Perhaps one reason why the girls
were so quick in leaving, was last year's
fire which left vivid impressions in the
minds of those who experienced it.
During the evacuation, there were two
injuries which may or may not have
been related. An R.A. broke her ankle,
and another co-ed suffered a seizure.
Both were taken to Pattie A. Clay for
tests
After all the floors were checked and
the building deemed safe, the residents
were allowed to return.

Poll
How often do you eat in the cafeteria? Is the quality of the
food comparable to the price? What foods would you
recommend to another student? What foods would you like to
see added to the menu?

Death call
Pope John Paul, known as "the
smiling Pope," did not have time to
leave a profound mark on the
Catholic Church. According to his
colleagues and others who knew
him, he was a humble and gentle
man who possessed the qualities that
would enable him to keep the
Church united without giving in the
traditional beliefs of the Church.
Vice President Walter Mondale
represented the United States yesterday at the funeral. Mondale was
also present for the funeral of Pope
Paul VI, Pope John Paul's predecessor. Mondale had let Pope John
Paul at the corination ceremony.
The next papal conclave to elect a
new Pope will begin on Oct. 14. The
only American able to participate in
the conclave, Cardinal John Wright,
who was unable to attend the first
one due to surgery, may be well
enough to attend the October conclave.
I'm curious to see if this conclave
will be able to get the right color of
smoke to billow out of the chimney.
Many of Kentucky's coal miners
who were laid off due to the railroad
strike are back at work. The four
day strike closed down the nation's
rail transportation, which in turn
resulted in the closing of the mines,
officially ended on Saturday.
Any predictions on which group
of workers will be the next to strike
may be submitted to the PTbgress
office. The winner will receive a free
autographed subscription to the
Progress.
In response tolast week's column,
a native of Jamestown,' Ky., says
there are plenty of things happening
there. The woman is a prominent
65-year-old hooker still practicing
the art of sex.
That should make all those
Jamestown men happy.

Pride more

Cabanne

Schweifer

Herren

Randy Pridemore, junior - law
enforcement, Ewing, Va. "A couple
days a week. Yes. Spaghetti, pork
roast: I'd liRe to see them add steak, •
different vegetables." ^

Linda Cabanne, sophomore music, Naperville, III. "About every
night. Yes. The chicken's good.
Nothing really added ... they've got
practically everything." ,*.

(photo* by STEVE BROWN)

Frank .Schweiger, sophomore accounting, Cincinnati, Ohio. "EvCarol Herren, junior - art, Uniop
eryday. Yes. It's just okay ... I
wouldn't really recommend any- City. "AbOut twice a. week. Yes.
thing. Just more variety, it's mostly Vegetables. I'd like to see more
just repetition of the same things." ■ desserts."
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Self-defense: it can save
!

By SHELBY WHITE
Staff Writer

ipnoto bv SCOTT ADAMS)

Steps
of learning

Bob Snead. senior psychology major
from Goldsboro, N.C.. takes a little time
out to study in the sunshine on the steps

of the Keen Johnson building Ah. isn't
life fun'

True or False The groin is the most
vulnerable area on a man's body?
Multiple choice: A woman is attending a movie unescorted. The man
next to her places his hand on her knee.
She should
a. Scream 'Tire" to frighten him off
and alert those around her to her
problem.
b. Execute a finger pull to let him
know she means business.
c. Move.
d. Place her hand on his thigh.
The answer to the first question is
false, the eyes are the most vulnerable
area, and the answer to the second
question is "c," according to Ron Boyd,
instructor of a self-defense course for
women being offered by Division of
Special Programs on Monday nights
at 7:00 in the Stratton Building gymnasium.
The IS women who met at the class's
first meeting were given a test with
these and other questions so that Boyd
could test their self-defense I Q
Boyd. who is certified by the Kentucky Law Enforcement Council and by
the United States Karate Association to
teach self-defense to police, told his
class that the course would teach self
defense in three principal areas.
Boyd said the first area is eliminating
dangerous situations by planning, such
as having good locks put on all doors and
windows or by always keeping at least a
quarter of a tank of gas in a car so as to
avoid being marooned in a dangerous
place on the side of a road

The second area is recognizing and
being able to avoid danger by being
alert to danger signs, such as walking
towards people and in the light when
being followed.
The third area. Boyd said, is to fight
vigorously in self-defense only as a last
resort.
"A person should never fight when he
has the chance to run." Boyd said. "You
never know when your self-defense
might not work."
Boyd. who has taught self-defense In
several of the College of Law Enforcement's programs during the past
two years, had his class list places and
situations where they were afraid of
being attacked so that he could discuss
possible courses of action and safety
tips in future classes.
After the class, some of the women
said places they mentioned which are
found on campus were stairwells,
elevators, practice rooms in the Foster
Building, unlighted parking lots and
long walks across campus.
Boyd told the women that when it
came to the point of an actual fight, they
should be prepared to use their legs,
hands, fingers and thumbs, knees and
voices.
Boyd said. "A good scream will unnerve your attacker and may draw
attention to your plight."
Boyd also advised the women to be
willing to talk to their assailants
"If an attacker has temporary control
over you. or has you backed into a
corner, or even before it goes that far."

Counseling center:
Helping students face educational adjustments

,

By JOYCE CUNNINGHAM
Staff Writer

such as individual therapeutic counceling, individual career choice
counceling, group career choice

Not many people realize that
getting a college education is more
than simply going to classes and
getting good grades.
Semester after semester students
are faced with social and educational adjustments.
Here at the University the counceling center located at Elendale
Hall is equipped to deal with such
problems.
"The basic purpose of the counceling Center is to contribute to the
overall educational development of
students by helping them to resolve
both adjustment and career choice
related difficulties which empede
learning and development," said
Calvin J. Tollar, director of the
center.
The center provides programs

counceling for academic credit (one
hour), personal growth groups,
psychological testing, crisis intervention, consultation with staff and
faculty and in-service training.
According to members of the
center's staff, 80 per cent of the
students involved in career group
counceling have found their perspective majors or narrowed it down
to no more than two or three.
"A high percentage of students
involved in therapeutic counceling
report successful changes in dealing
with problems," said Tollar.
"We're not as well known as we'd
like to be but we're always looking
for ways of reaching people," said
Jen Walker, assistant director.
This past summer the staff attended freshman orientation to inform

the students of college adjustment
and give information about the
services of the center. About threefourths of the incoming students
were reached.
When fall semester started staff
members went to each of the dorms
and spoke to transfer students, sent
out informative letters and pamphlets, met with resident directors and
recently had an open house with
resident assistants.
*'If each resident assistant knows
what we're about, this opens up a
new avenue to reaching more students," said Walker.
The staff also visits freshmen
orientation and other classes. The
center welcomes invitations from
any interested classes.
A host of professionals are employed by the University to man the
center.
Both director and assistant direc-

tor, Calvin J. Tollar and Jen Walker
have doctorates in counceling and
are licensed psychologists.

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.
"After visiting the University I

though it would be a good experience. The center is doing a lot of
things I have interest in and would
like to have exposure to," said
Goldsberry.

Judith Brown, councelor, has a
specialist degree and is nearing a
certificate as a psychologist and
Virginia Menifee, councelor, has a
masters degree.
The newest member of the group,
a native of Delaware, Stanley Goldsberry has a masters in education and

Goldsberry plans to continue his
education in a specialist or doctorate
degree program.

is doing additional work. Goldsberry received a degree in psychology at the University of Delaware in
1975 and his masters at Howard
University in May 1978.

The entire staff are members of
professional groups and the counceling center is accredited through
the International Association of
Counceling Centers.

Goldsberry's experience includes
working as a resident director,
resident assistant and councelor at a
resident hall.
Goldsberry is also a member of

Students desiring to seek help
from the center should drop in to get
an appointment or call 622-2241 if
there is a preference of councelors.
"Someone is always available," said
Tollar.

Boyd said, "find out what he wants If
you talk to him. it will give you time to
think and may also help you avoid
needless danger. It may turn out that all
he wants is your purse In which case it
might he wise to give it to him "
The class will study attacks to an
opponent's "vulnerable areas" such as
the eyes, the nose, the neck, the groin
and the knees. Boyd said
"This course deals with reality,"
Boyd told the women. "If the situation
arises, injure the man and get out of
there. Don't worry about hurting him
When he attacked you. he took that
responsibility upon himself."
Boyd said. "Traditionally, a woman
was a lady and she didn't talk about
things like assault and rape, she didn't
think about it. and she most certainly
didn't prepare herself for it. We are
breaking tradition by having a selfdefense course. We are going to see
what can be done to prevent it from
happening and what to do if it does."
Boyd said one of the reasons the
course was being offered was the
number of incidents which have occurred involving assault and rape at the
University during the last two years.
Kentucky law. Boyd said, divided the
right of self-defense into two major
categories, physical force and deadly
force.
Boyd said "physical force" could
basically be used at any time to subdue
an assailant who was attempting harm
Boyd said "deadly force." force to
kill, could be used only in more limited
circumstances, such as defense of life or
to prevent sexual intercourse.
Boyd stressed that what constitutes
physical force and deadly force and how
much force is necessary in a particular
situation is a matter which must be
decided with each individual case by a
court of law.
Boyd said that each class meeting will
contain a period of flexibility exercises,
a lecture and - or film with oc asional
guest speakers and a period of practicing self-defense skills.
Training is important." Boyd said. "I
am constantly reviewing and upgrading
my self-defense skills. I am presently
working under Mr. Robert Green, a
fourth degree black belt in Shao Lin
karate at the National Guard Armory
here in Richmond."
Enrollment in the serf-defense course
is limited to 20 and to women. Boyd said,
but if there was enough interest, the
University might allow him to teach
another class.
Boyd said that size, weight, and age
were no handicaps in this self-defense
class.
Boyd said that he hoped the course
would be taught again next semester
Women interested in taking the selfdefense class should call 622-1444 at the
Division of Special Program.
The cost of the course is 124.30.
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Faculty Senate
votes to discontinue program
Bv MARK Tl'RNKR
Editor
The Faculty Senate approved a
proposal to discontinue the associate
degree program in pediatric assisting
technology at their regular meeting
Monday
The proposal was intended to comply
with a directive from the American
Medical Association, according to Dr.
David Gale, dean of the College of Allied
Health and Nursing.
It was stated in the proposal that
students with an interest in this field
could acquire the skills necessary
through the associate degree program

in Medical Assisting Technology.
The program in pediatric assisting is
only about three or four years old. according to Dr. John Rowlett. vice
president of Academic Affairs.
The discontinuation of the program
must be approved by the Board of
Regents before it can take affect.
In other action taken by the senate,
rule number 12 of the General Rules of
the Faculty Senate was changed in the
way it read
Rule number 12 deals with temporary
vacancies in the senate created when a
senator is "officially absent from his
duties "
A report by the Community

Development Graduate Programs
Committee was presented and accepted
with one amendment
The original statement said each
graduate student must have ECO 230 or
231 credit or equivalent "before admission to the program or to correct this
deficiency after admission."
The amendment changed the 'after'
admission" to "prior to admission."
Dr. Wallace Dixon. chairman of the
general studies science department
asked the chair to follow up on a 1976
proposal on faculty liability insurance
by requesting a statement from the
administration about personal liability
for the faculty

Later shows for Film Series
Kv KAREN LEWIS
Guest Writer
I.ater showings and more classics are
a couple of proposals for the University
Film Series made by Skip Daugherty.
coordinator of the series and director of
student activities
According to Daugherty. the films
presented at later times have been more
popular among students.
The time change will result in the
\movies being presented at 7:00 and 9:00
p m during the week and at 9:00 and
11 00 p m on the weekends.

Earnings from the series go towards
paying the salaries of student workers,
who sell tickets, put up posters and
distnbute leaflets promoting the films
Proceeds are used to buy more films
which cost between $75 and $600.
Daughertv feels that it is too soon to
speculate on the success of the series
"Last year it did well during the fall,
but it slacked off in the spring."
Daugherty said.
There is an audience for classics as
well as for the more recent films.
Last year's showing of "City Lights,'
a silent comedy starring Charlie
Chaplin, received a standing ovation

from students.

The popularity of silent films will be
tested with a more serious film,
Wings." a 1927 picture that deals with
the World War I fighter pilots.
If this picture proves to be popular
with students, more classic films will be
shown
The series ends this semester on
November 30th and will resume in
January.
The University Films Series movies
are presented in the Pearl Buchanan
Theatre. Keen Johnson Building. Admission is $1 and is limited to students,
faculty and guests.
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Election banners in Chinatown

apparent, everyone isn't following the
leader

To be in New York City and experience it is unlike anything else in the
world. The city is a learning exercise in
the ways of people All cultures, ages,
and economic lifestyles melt together
into the 15 million people that are New
York

Different streets give off the aura
surrounding the people that work, live

Two weeks ago a group of mass
communications students and their
instructor den Kleine went to "the Big
Apple" for a week to learn about the
different media offerings of the city.
They got this, but along with it went a
crash course on what it is like to live
from day to day in the big city
New \orkers are different, the advantages and problems of their city are
reflected in the people that live there

\~ V
} -

By ELIZABETH PALMER - BALL
News Editor

(Photo by GLEN KLEINE)

Commentary

Students were also amazed at what
little effort is made to control the drug
pushing that goes on openly in the
streets But as it was explained by New
York's Mayro Koch during a press
conference with the students, there are
so many serious crimes committed in
New York that to try and track down the
small time criminals would be
possible

and do business there Fifth Avenue the
rich 7th Street, the red light district,
has its dope pushes. XX rated movies,
hookers and hums
The city's wide range of nationalities
though obvious everywhere is particularly apparent in Chinatown and
Little Italy They might as well be
another country

im-

The dangerous aspects arc there,
muggings, murder, rape and robbery,
but in what big city or oven small town
aren't they''
The atmosphere that surrounds the
city puts the emphasis on the positive
There is so much more In New York
than can be imagined

Some, like one old man on the Statten
Island Kerry, "wouldn't give you a
nickel for it." Others love their city,
enjoying the fast-paced, high energy life
that makes New York unique.

Though they seem reserved at fin.'
New Yorkers are very helpful and will
open up and talk about their city and
give suggestions for things to do

There is so much to do and see in New
York it would not be possible to get it all
in just one week, but the experiences of
the trip are ones that will stay wilh these
students for years to come

One of the most noticable things about
New Yorkers is their individuality. It is
reflected in their clothes, attitudes and
general lifestyles Everyone does what
suits them the best Trends are not as

There are things that are hard for a non
New Yorker to understand such as the
number of poor people thai are seen
poking through trash cans and sleeping
in the streets

They may have returned to Richmond
with mixed emotions, an appreciation
lor the calm peace of Kentucky and
I diversity life and a dissatisfaction and
restlessness after seeing and living New
York

The unique outfits and costumes worn
• by some of the people attending a block

party show the individuality of New
Yorkers

Block party offers atmosphere for all
By LISA VI O
(iuest Writer

ipnoto by

A flea market and then some, the TAMA County street fair
was.a junk collectors dream. This woman seems to have

GLEN KLEINE)

In the middle of the inescapable New
York City traffic, one would hardly
expect to find ten blocks on Manhattan s
Third Avenue blocked off for a party
But there it was. between 34th Street
and 24th Street, the TAMA County
Street Fair, presented by the Third
Avenue Merchant's Association
Perhaps it can best be described as a
metropolitan flea market, with the
goods of merchants and individuals
overflowing makeshift tables onto the
street and sidewalk, but there was
more, much more.
But. oh. the people!' Tourists and
natives, Madison Avenue businessmen
and slum residents. Greenwich Village
artists and just plain folks (who ever
expected to find Them in the Big Apple? ) Just four blocks from the Garment
District, they were dressed in
everything and anything, from Sears'
best to Vogue's latest.
It was easy to tell the natives - they
had character The pretzel vender with
the makeshift sunshade - like an Indian's headband in mid-flight, the
people who forced political pamphlets
on you even after you explained you
weren't from New York and couldn't
vote on Tuesday and the inevitable
neighborhood derelict, drunk on a sunny
Sunday afternoon, sitting oblivious on
the sidewalk, bundled in every stitch he
owned.

found the perfect coat. Everything from old cloths to silver
was for sale.

(pnoto by GLEN KLEINE)

Students gain insight through New York trip
By BETH SCHOEN
Features Editor
Everything you ever hear about New York City is true, the
bad and the good. Some can appreciate it, some can't.
The people seem strange and impersonal, but only until
you open them up. Then, New Yorkers can be very unique,
interesting characters.
Dressed in anything from the very vogish outfits to the
very few in ordinary-looking attire, the masses of people
hurry along downtown Manhattan frantically, but with very
little emotion on their faces.
Yet the people are very much alive. In all their diversity,
there's an energy and creativity emitted from the city's 15
million residents that's catching.
When a group of Communications students visited New
York two weeks ago, some fell very much in love with the
vitality of the city.
Assistant Journalism Professor Glen Kleine and his 20
students were up and roaming the streets by 8:00 a.m. and
after planned journalistic excursions during'the day, they'd
return to the Tudor Hotel by 5:00 or 6:00 p.m.. but only for a
quick nap.
They'd be off again at least by 7:00 or 8:00 for some
nighttime education.
•
.
Daytime ventures included: a New York Block Party, a
tour of McGraw-Hill Publishing Company; a New York
Experience Film filled with highlights of the city; trips to
New York University and Columbia University, a National'
News Council debate, the United Nations; Associated Press;
CBS: Mademoiselle, and interview with New York's mayor,
Ed Koch; a Staton IslantLFerry ride; and the SteubenDay
Parade with authentic German participants.
Night time experiences included: comedy spots like "Good
Times" and "Catch a Rising Star," Mamma Leoni's for lots
of yum~;- "**i«i» food;-Tiroes Square, Little I»«'" '~vttl£ San
Gennaro Festival. "A Chorus line," a broadway rrrasical;
and bars like Max's Kansas City, a taste of punk rock; and
Wednesdays for some Saturday Night disco.
There's never a dull moment in Manhattan.
Progress editors (left to right) Sarah Warren, Elizabeth
Palmer-Ball, «nd Beth Schoen are all smiles for the camera
The trip was sponsored by Readers Digest and WTVQ.
Channel 62. in Lexington.
as they take a ride on the Staten Island Ferry.

Cheesecake

(photo by GLEN KLEINE)

Look, listen, learn

The communications students attended a children's
television workshop where such shows as "Sesame Street'
are made.
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— University students bite 'the Big Apple' to the core
Nation's first capital
'theultimatemelting pot'
By BILL SCOTT
Curst Writer
Buildings holding more inhabants
lhan the city of Richmond: the eighth
largest Spanish speaking city in the
world, a city of cities, the ultimate
melting pot; representatives from
every country of the world: the first
capital of the United States: pretender
to capital of the world: the business and
i-ultural capital of the world ... it's all a
i>art of the Big Apple, don't mind the
magnts
Where to go first, what to do: Time
Square, the United Nations. Rocker
leller Center. Sudio 54. Wall Street.
Little Italy. Germantown, Harlem, the
Kmpire Slate Building or the nearest

As they grew, they began to merge
bar'
New York, where broken dreams
The melting goes on today, but the
work in burger joints and strip joints,
ethnic communities still thrive and give
waiting for the break, the chance, to the city its special feel. The closeness of
make it.
the city seems to cut down the prejudice
Off shore lies the reason - Ellis Island of the people Hatred is reduced to
the last great migration to the new jokes.
world was introduced on that small
Every class of person is available for
piece of land.
inspection on the street -- from that
rich fella, who was vice president to the
bum looking for his next meal - it's all
in one city block
On one corner is a Texas cowboy and
next to him a Russian diplomat, across
the street is a jazz band almost overcoming a lone, steel drummer trying to
With little money left after the trip,
few of the new Americans could afford earn a meal.
"Love and hope and joy and sex is still
to go beyond the city. Communities of
surviving on the street, look at me..."
almost every nationality began to grow

Commentary

(onoto bv OLEN Kl F INF I

Manhattan

A view of the ManhattUn skyline, as seen from the deck of
one of the ferrys that makes hourly trips from Manhatten to
Slaten Island.

New York has style
BvVALERIE HOLMES
Staff Writer
Bow ties, vests, shoulder - padded
jackets, china doll shoes ... all of these
and more are part of the new fashion
look in New York and soon - to - be in
eastern Kentucky this fall.
Almost every person seen walking
down New York's 5th Avenue was
wearing the latest men's and women's
fashions. Anything from high-heeled
boots to wrap-around belts was
displayed in brand-name stores as well
as on the city streets.
Some new accessories to accompany
a layered jacket and vest combination
include lacy handerchiefs, tiny leather
"disco" bags, bar pins and rhinestone

(pholci by GLEN KLEINE)

Street people
Scenes like this are not uncommon on the streets of New
York City Bums of all discretions are seen going through

garbage cans, sleeping in doorways and asking for handouts
from passer-by

New York means Broadway
Bv JOYCE CUNNINGHAM
Staff Writer
Over the years the Broadway musical
I heaters have lived in a world of their
own. coping with contemporary music
forms such as "Hair." "Jesus Christ
Superstar." and "Grease."
Theaters dealt with various aspects of
rock and even tried jazz without any
real success with the short running of
"'Or Jazz."
With "the Wiz." the black version of
the "Wizard of Oz," the Broadway
musical theaters closed their eyes and
jumped in feet first into soul music.
The gamble paid off In 1975 "the Wiz"
successfully captured seven Tony
Awards: best supporting actor in a
musical <Ted Rosst. best supporting
actress in a musical (Dee Dee
Bridgewateri. best costume designer
(Geoffrey Holder), best choregrapher
(George Falson I and best director of a
musical (Geoffrey Holder) and is in its
third season on Broadwav

Twentieth Century Fox invested over
a million dollars in a show that came in
with no stars, small advance sales and
open to mixed reviews from a society
that might not be ready for the very
different reincarnation of "Oz."
The musical sparkles with beautiful
scenery, technical effects,
immagination. humor, swinging music and
dynamic actors and singers.
Artist Tom H. John painted an array
of dream-like sceneries to coincide with
the ingenious score of the musical
composer. Tony Award winner. Charlie
Small's "Ease on down the road" and
others.
Twenty-year-old singer-actress
Stephanie Mills, who plays the part, of
"Dorothy" captures the audience with
her girlish-like physic and dynamic
voice as she sings and dances her way
into the hearts of on-looking theater
fans.
Gregg Burge. a graduate of New
York's High School of Performing Arts
dazzles the audience as he slides and

jumps across the stage in his per
formance of the "Scarecrow".

Nineteen-year-old Burge is now a
junior at the Juilliard School of Music at
Lincoln Center in New York. Burge was
featured in the off-Broadway production
of "Bojangles." has won numerous
awards for dancing, stared in films and
has taught many dance classes.
"Tin Man." Tiger Haynes. has made
numerous films, acted in plays, appeared on television and recently
completed a tour with the National
company of "The Great White Hope."
What is a show without humor?
Michael Leslie. "The Lion," struts
across the stage and brings the house
down with his flurting and cowardly
performance. Like the rest, he is also a
professional in his field.
"The. Wiz," is a comtemporary
musical that successfully combines
black culture with a children's classic
and it is geared to all audiences.

animal pins.
high heels were part of the disco danl-ord and Taylor and Saks Fifth cing scene.
Avenue featured all Ibe new shoe styles.
Fashionable hair styles were longer
Boots are back again but have added yet had many soft, loose curls. The
wool linings to slip over the outside of "frizz" is also in fashion for fall.
them. Some boots can also be rolled
down half-way below the knee.
The colors in makeup this fall are
Most of the old-fashioned shoes with plums and browns. The colors are
the pointed toe and narrow straps are darker, yet the makeup overall is
also coming alive again. And the tiny lighter. The accent is on lots of color
china slippers go well with a plaid skirt that is clean and refreshing.
and knee socks.
In New York City a typical outfit
Hats are also topping things off again includes a narrow pair of pants, a bulky
this year. Fox fur hats, feather hats and shirt, vest and jacket, wrap-around belt,
wen cowboy hats will set off a tie, a bar pin and a pair of high-heeled
fashionable attire this fall.
shoes.
For the night life in New York City.
Fashion - wear may begin in New
Chinese jackets and satin pants, wrap- York City, but it is doubtful that is
around skirts and shorter pants with where it will end.

That's Italian

big city for a week-long field trip, was
literally taking in everything around
them while at the Feast: the liveliness
"They tell us how much to sell it for of musicians as they paraded down the
and what to sell," said the dark Italian street, the macho-looking Italian men
man as he leaned over the booth and and the striking Italian women, the
handed Bill Scott and Brian, Butler their carnival-type games and most of all,
helpings of manicotti, canneloni,
beers.
lasagna. spinach pie, cannoli pastries
That same night in "Little Italy.'
Professor Glen Kleme held his 35 mm
camera in steady position, focusing on
Scott playing black jack, when a firm
hand placed itself over his lense and a
sharp voice with it said,"WE don't do
that here."
Scott and Butler got the impression
THEY were hiding something.
They laughed about it and told a few
other communication students walking
nearby about it, but the gala-type atmosphere of hearty singing and dancing
and booth after booth of Italian pastas
anJ pastries lined up along 10 blocks of
Mulberry Street, soon took their
minds off any other preoccupations.
Hordes of people shuffled along the
congested streets during the San
Gennaro Italian Festival in New York
City a couple weeks ago, and in the
midst of it all. a scattered group of 20
University communications students
and Glen Kleme their professor, weaved
their way through the crowds.
The group from Kentucky, visiting the
By BETH SCHOEN
Features Editor

and ricotta cheesecake, a mere smidgen
of all the goodies displayed.
The Communications group indulged
in the festivities till their belt lines and
wallets could endure/no more.
Then it was off to the subways for still
more sights and an even more diversified variety of people on their way
home to the Tudor Hotel on 42nd Street.

The Feast off San Gennaro

(onoto by BILL SCOTT)

Craig Ammerman

Former student, Progress editor heads New York's AP
By BETH SCHOEN
Features Editor
In a city full of glamour and energy
like New York. Craig Amermann looks
down right out of place.
He's too ordinary looking: his thinning brown hair is disheveled, he still
wears navy double-knit slacks that don't
meet up to 5th A .enue standards and he
lugs around a beer belly that you'd think
he would have worked off just keeping
the fast pace of New York.
Yet despite his incongruous appearance, the 30-year old college dropout has proved that by being cocky,
ambitious and by being a damn good
worker, stylish looking or not, he could
find a very Important 'place' for himself
in the 'big city.'
».
For the past twe-and-a-half years.
Amermann, a native of Richmond and
a University drop-out, has lead a team
„f 40 staffers, 10 technicians, 8
reporters and 1 sales person as the
Associated Press (AP) bureau chief in
New York. ;
He got where he Is. said some of his
employees, because "he can write a

4

■4

story faster than anybody."
In his rookier days, working as news
editor for the AP Bureau in West
Virginia, he proved himself very
professional as the first reporter on the
scene when the plane carrying Marshall
basketball players crashed 10 miles
from Huntington in 1970. killing 75
people.
After beating UPI by one hour and 20
minutes on that story, Amermann soon
graduated to the New England States
where he worked as news editor until he
made the big jump to New York, five
years ago.
Moving up the ladder, Amermann
went from the New York supervisor on
the general desk, to deputy sports editor
and pushed his way up to the top as the
'Bureau chief.
'.
Working closely *?nd under great
pressure, from 6:30 am. to 6:30 p.m.. he
and his crew, while concentrating on
releaseing stories at maximum speed
and'accuracy throughout the world over
the wire, are constantly involved with
covering a city of 15 million people.
. "It's much more complicated here in*
New York," said Amermann in a tone

reflecting remnants of his Richmond
twang. "You really have to know what
you're doing." it's a complicated city
and it takes a long time to get a feel for
it."
"In the last 2'2 years," he said,
"we've only hired one person off the
street. The staff comes from other AP
bureaus and most come from New
York."
Amermann said novice employees are
given a six month probation period
when they first start, in which time they
have to prove themselves worthy of the
job.
After this initiation, jobs are secure
and protected by the Wire Service
Guild, but. said Amermann, there are
ways to get rid of employees that
become incompetenj.-giviqg them the
worst stories and the least comfortable
hours.
Pressures a.v. ^.jrywhere In this
business, taking on a multitude of forms
in the AP building located in New York'i
Rockfeller Center.
One of particular impacVwas whether
or not to_provide news service to the two
strike papers that formed nearly two
months ago when New York's three.

major
newspapers
temporarily
discontinued publication. Printers for
the papers began striking when
publishers decided to "let go" an excess
of 200 printers that the papers didn't
need.
Amermann's decision was to go with
the two striking papers, now New
Yorkers' only sources of printed news.
In this way, the AP can also compensate
for revenue losses that would have
normally been coming in from the New
York Times, the "Daily News." and the
"Post".
Ammerman seemed satisfied with his
decision when he told his ex-professor.
Glen Kleine, and a group of 20 communications students two weeks ago
that the AP is receiving $10,000 a week
from just one of the newly formed strike
papers alone.
Half-way smiling, he left the
University visitors in New -York on a
week-long field trip wtth the impression
l^_^ the AP is •»"• hurting financially.
Last year, the non-profit cooperative
succeeded it's competitor with earnings
close te 107 million as opposed to UPI's
70 million.
Somebody's doing something right.

Craig Amermann

(Photo by MARK TU«N*K»
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EASTERN PROGRESS

FOOTBALL CONTEST

1st PlaCC $25 Gift Certificate from Dominos Pizza
2nd PlaCC $6 Gift $Certificate from Dougs Men's Wear
and 6 Worth of Groceries from A&P
3rd Place $10 Gift Certificate from Britts
4th Place $6 C5ift Certificate from Winnecke's^^
A

5th Place
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Record from
Curriers Music World

Last Week's Winners
Bill Morgan (1 wrong Tiebreaker Win by 3)
Scott Tracy (1 wrong Tiebreaker Lose by 17)
Jeena Roark (2 wrong Tiebreaker Win by 14)
Dean Acker (2 wrong Tiebreaker Win by 10)
Jack Hission (3 wrong Tiebreaker Win by 14)

Contest Rules
I To enter the contest, contestants may either use this page or an identical
contest page obtained at no charge, at the Eastern Progress office 4th floor
Jones Building
2. Entries must be postmarked no later than 5:00 p.m. each Friday or delivered
to the Progress office 4th floor Jones Building. All entries mailed must be
mailed to Eastern Progress 4th Floor Jones Building. Eastern Kentucky
University. Richmond. Ky. 40475.
3 Winners will be notified by telephone Winners names will be published each

week.
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4. Name, address and telephone number must be on each entry Mail entire
contest page.
5. The decision of the judges each wee* will be final
6. Pick the winner and estimate score of the tie-breaker game It could mean
your winning or losing.
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EASTERN
Wins by
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Sports

Harriers
finish third
RvWII.I.IE SAWYERS
Start Writer

>■

utf

Last week, Eastern track coach Art
Harvey stated that his team would
"have to run awfully well to place
fourth" in the upcoming Kentucky
Inter-Collegiate
Cross
Country
Championships.
Weil, the Colonels did run well last
S;iturii;iy and"managed to finish third in
the meet behind Western Kentucky and
the- University of Kentucky
In fact, placing third has become an
obsession with the Colonels. They have
finished third in their last three meets.
"Since our first meet, we've faced
some stiff competition and I'm pleased
that we have done as well as we have
considering how young we are," Coach
Harvey stated.
Senior. Doug Bonk, a perennial topten finisher, led the Colonels as he
placed fourth with a time of 32:49. just

Locker room
controversy

AHHH... the Melissa Ludike
case. What evil lurks in the hearts of
sportswriters who long to enter
lockerooms of the opposite sex.
Melissa Ludtke is a sportswriter.
She works for Sports Illustrated. In
a recent sex discrimination case,
Ludtke had sued the New York
Yankees for the right to enter their
dressing room to pursue post-game
interviews so that she could do her
job more effectively.
Melissa Ludtke won her case and
the ramifications are enormous.
As a member of the journalistic
sect, I have been very interested in
the outcome of this case. I was just
thinking, since there are four women sports this fall and I have four
staff writers ... I see no reason why
they could not enter the women's
locker rooms in pursuit of a story.
Well, what do the coaches think
of this?
SHIRLEY DUNCAN (women's
basketball coach): "As long as there
was a certain time set aside where
the reporter could come in, it would
be alright. 1 don't think the women
would be opposed to it but they're
not exactly welcoming it.'
SANDY MARTIN (women's
cross country and track coach): "As
far as I'm concerned male reporters
should go to the male locker rooms
and female reporters should go to
female locker rooms. Just because
they're a reporter doesn't make
them any less human."
MARTHA MULLINS (women's
tennis coach and assistant athletic
director): "If there is a solution
where the modesty requirement is
met, it might be alright. The
problem is where does freedom of
the press end and the right to
privacy begin."
1 don't want the ladies to think
their being discriminated against, so
let's turn things around. I have one
female staff writer so what would
the male coaches think about women entering the men's kxkeroom.
TOM HIGGINS (men's tennis
coach): "Sure, let them come in. It
wouldn't make any difference to
me. It's kind of joke as far as I'm
concerned. It's another attempt by

the radical women to gain attention
but it will get old and wear off."
ROY KIDD (men's football
coach): "I think we had a woman in
our locker room one year. It was
right after the game before anyone
started to undress. I don't think that
women as a whole should be allowed
in there, after all, that's why we have
separate locker rooms."
ED BYRHE (men's basketball
coach): "I don't think the legal
possibilities are over yet. I wonder
how they would feel if I were a
sportswriter and wanted to go into
the female locker room. Athletes
have a right to privacy too."
Gee, the coaches don't want to
cooperate with me on this one. But
coaches, what if the courts made
you comply?
SHIRLEY DUNCAN: "1 would
then prefer to have all interviews be
made outside the locker room."
SANDY MARTIN: "They just
would not do it (enter the locker
room). I would try to set up an
interview outside of the lockeroom."
MARTHA MULLINS: "I .think
the players should have the privilege
of expressing themselves privately
before the press comes in. Afterwards if the timing was right and the
modesty factor was met, it would be
alright (to enter the locker room)."
TOM HIGGINS: "No woman
with any self respect would go into a
men's locker room"
ROY KIDD: "I don't want them
there while our kids are undressing."
ED BYRHE: "Entering the
locker rooms is a privilege for the
press. As far as this case is
concerned 1 just don't happen to
agree with it."
Oh well, it looks like the reporters
on the Progress are just not going to
be able to get in on the ground of
floor of this Ludtke case. But
truthfully I think most of my writers
are relieved rather than disappointed. I know I am.
DIAMOND DUST: Martha Mullins' women's tennis team has the
best team record of all the fall
sports.

thirty-five seconds behind UK's Dean
Erdal who won the meet.
Despite Krdal's first place showing.
Western won the meet with a total of nft
points. UK had SI. and Eastern finished
with 67.
The Colonels. Bill Morgan, Ed
Strohach. and Andy Crowley all finished
in the top twenty, with Gene Fitzhugh
coming in twenty-second to round out
the field for the Colonels

"I was really glad that we beat
Murray Saturday because they could be
the team to beat in our conference,
along with Middle Tennessee." Eastern
topped Murray State by 29 points.
A very good crowd turned out for the
meet Saturday, lining the hills and
valleys of the Arlington course to watch
the top performers in the state. Coach
Harvey said that this is a very strong
cross country state and he said he was
pleased with the student support.

'The Undefeated':
Eastern's lady
netters
(photo by SCOTT ADAMS)

Peggy Painter, a sophomore from Cincinnati, leads the way for Eastern's
women's cross-country team during the state championships held here this past
weekend Painter was best for the I-ady Colonels as she finished fifth.

Kentucky takes KWIC

Eastern were strong again with Mendy
By CRAIG COMBS
Start Writer
Jackson. Priscilla Nelson and Nancy
The streaking I.ady Colonels tennis Elder sweeping each of their matches at
team remained undefeated by taking the No. 3.4, and 5 positions respectively.
weekend matches against Mississippi Jackson also won both of her doubles
matches, teaming with Deanna Addis.
State and Murray.
Coach Mullins said another important
Coach Martha Mullins Charges took
both matches by identical 5-4 scores to performance was turned in by Rita
Olins in number six singles against
up their season mark to 6-0.
The middle singles positions for Mississippi State Mullins said, "Rita's
three set win (a 6-4, 4-6, 7-6 verdict over
Leslie Giltz) enabled us to have a little
more breathing room in doubles, which
it turned out we needed."
Against Murray, Jackson. Nelson and
Elder all took their matches in straight
sets, then Jackson-Addis and Elder-Olin
won their doubles matches to complete
Spears finished 18th in the meet It was a dramatic 5-4 win.
the first time the junior had ever ran
Coach Mullins warns that although
that far a distance. Noreen White, a the team is doing well, "I hope we don't
senior, was also praised by Martin for a get complacent, we've been playing so
fine, showing her first time out.
steady up to now."
The final standings for the chamThe team swings into action again this
pionship meet were: Kentucky 31, weekend against Morris Harvey at
Murray St 40.<«Morehead St. 68 and Charleston. W. Va., and Marshall
Western Kentucky ^6.
imversity at Huntington. Next WedThe I-ady Colotejs host one of their nesday is what Coach Mullins calls "the
lew meets Saturday as they entertain biggie." a meeting with the University
four different teams The meet is of Kentucky at the Alumni Coliseum
scheduled to begin about 11 a.m.
courts.

Women runners respectable in state
meet despite injuries
By KEN T1NOI-EV
Sports Kilitoi

The Kentucky Women's
Intercollegiate Cross Country Championships i KWIC i were held here this
past weekend The eight team event was
won by the University of Kentucky as
they scored 31 points.
The injury riddled Lady Colonels were
not eligible to score as they ran without
a full team 1-ouisville. Berea. and
Kentucky State were also not eligible to
score because they did not have full
teams.
Ann McCarthy of Morehead State was
the individual winner as she ran the
10.000 meter Arlington course in a time
of 18:42. Mary Witt of the University of
Kentucky was second Her time was
19:20
Peggy Painter was best for the Lady

(Mentis as she finished fifth with a time
of 20:22. The sophomore, Cincinnati's
native finish was even better considering the circumstances. She had
missed a week of practice the week
before because of a case of tonsilitis.
Vicky Kenner. Eatern's other healthy
ladv runner finished eighth with a time
of 20:32.

Eastern's coach Sandy Martin felt
that under the conditions the team did
very well. "I was very pleased with the
performance of the team," commented
Martin.
The l.ady Colonels were devastated
by injuries earlier this month when they
lost their two top runners. Both Sue
Schaefer and Paula Gaston have not
"Sure, let them come in. It wouldn't make any difference to me. It's kind of a joke
been able to run in competition yet this as far as I'm concerned. It's another attempt by the radical women to gain attention
year. Gaston is expected to return in but it will get old and wear off."
another week.
Eastern tennis coach Tom Higgins responding to the question as to whether he
Martin is also keeping her eye on a
couple of first year runners. Terry would allow a female reporter in his locker room.

"Quote of the week"

218 S. Porter Dr.
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Defense Dynamite again

Colonels top ten after Peay
whitewash; Middle next

end Carl Greene (sprained ankle) and
defensive tackle Buddy Moor (bruised
thigh) are doubtful.
Rill Hughes did aggravate his
When you start talking about shutouts
in the fall, you're usually referring to shoulder injury again, as well as
the baseball season but not in this case. sustaining a broken nose, but he is
Eastern's dynamite defense shutout expected to start Saturday's contest.
Kidd cited that the biggest factor for
defending OVC champs Austin Peay 14-0
in Eastern's opening OVC tilt last Eastern to have a good season is that
they continue to improve. "If we conSaturday.
Colonel coach Roy Kidd has ma in- tinue to improve, stay healthy. We will
clined all along that the defense was the he contenders."
strength of the 'earn. "They played
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
Saturday like they are capable of Eastern
playing." said Kidd. The defense was so
Rushing - Patton 26-113 yds.. Cox 14-55
effective that Austin Peay could not yds . Hughes 12-41 yds . Isaac 8-18 yds .
even make a first down in the first and
Miller 4-14 yds.
third quarters.
Passing - Hughes 3-8-0 40 yds., Isaac 1The offense was none to shabby either
17 yds.
as it rolled up 241 yards rushing against 1-0Receiving
- Sang 1-14 yds.. Parrish 1what Kidd describes as "probably the 27 yds . Booze 1-17 yds.. Hughes 1-1 yd.
best defense we have faced."
The Colonels will return home this
Saturday's win got the Colonels on the
weekend to take on Middle Tennessee. road to being a contender in the OVC.
The Colonels will match their 2-1 mark Bill Hughes scored the Colonels first
against Middle's 0-2-1 record. However. touchdown on a quarterback sneak. The
the Blue Kaiders did tie a powerful first quarter drive was highlighted by a
University of Tennessee - Chatanooga 26 yard run by Patton.
team this past week.
One of the biggest factors in the game,
"Middle has very much improved besides the stubborn Colonel defense
from last year." commented Kidd Of was the punting of Joel Sera ft on
course Middle beat Eastern last year 19- "Scrafton did a super job punting the
Itidown in Murfreesboro. Since then, the ball." said Kidd. Scrafton punted nine
Colonels have also improved.
times for a 44.8 average as he conThe fullback position is definitely one tinually pinned the Governors back
position that has been improved. Dale inside their own territory.
In the middle of the third quarter.
Patton. the sophomore fullback, went
over 100 yards for the second week in a Hughes' nose was broken Freshman.
row as he lugged the ball 26 times for 113 CTiris Isaac came right in and took over
yards.
the drive which Hughes had been
Patton continued to pick up the slack leading It was like the Colonels ofof the injured Stan Mitchell who didn't fensive machine had interchangeable
see action for the second week in a row. parts Isaac finally ran it in for a touchMitchell will be ready to go this week. down but it was called back because of a
The Colonels will also be returning to clipping penalty.
The Colonels had second and goal at
their already powerful defense,
linebackers. Gary Ford and Tom the 17. This didn't seem to bother Isaac
Merger. Eastern came out of the Austin in the least. He dropped back on the
P game in fairly good shape. Only tight very next play and with the help of a
Bv KEN TINGLEY
Sports Editor

sensational catch by David Booze fired
a 17 yard touchdown pass. The TD put
the game in the bag for the Colonels.
"That was a great play," said Kidd.
"That kid Isaac coming off the bench
cold like that and calmly throwing that
TD pass It was a great catch by Booze
too"
Kidd also cited Fred Griffin for the
"big plays" he made at linebacker.
Kidd also felt that both the offensive line
and the defensive backfield were
steadily improving.
The Colonels look like they could be on
their way to another OVC title but Kidd
is not over confident Right now he is
looking at the strengths and Weaknesses
of Middle Tennessee's team because as
Kidd himself says. "You've got to be
ready every Saturday in our league."
GRID DUST:
David Flores booted two more extra
points to make him 41-41 in his career.
He is five short of the OVC record for
consecutive extra points without a miss.
Joe Richard leads the defensive team
with 24 solo tackles and 14 assists.
Joe Richard. Easterns outstanding noseguard prepares to sack the quarterback in
Linebacker. Ed Finiella is second with
a recent contest Richard specializes in smashed running backs as well
15 solo tackles and 11 assists. Fred
Griffin is third. Ed Laski is fourth, and
Bob mclntyre is fifth
Larry Parrish made a great diving
catch of a Bill Hughes pass in the second
quarter It was good for 27 yards.
Dale Patton leads the team in rushing
9 Northern Artrona
(HI 11 - Kentucky - Coliseum Courts •
UPCOMING EVENTS
with 280 yards Booze is the top receiver
10 Eastern Kentucky
:t::w p.m.
Cross
Country
(Men's)
with seven receptions I three for TD's)
Western Kentucky
Field Hockey
Oct. 7 Indiana Invitational - Awav
Alvin Miller is averaging 8.8 yards per
Rhode Island
Oct.
C-7
V
PI
Invitational
Away
Cross
Country
(Women's)
carry in 17 tries
Football
OVC STANDINGS
SCORING
Oct. 7 - Ohio State. Purdue. Tennesse
Oct. 7 - Middle Tennessee Hanger
EASTERN
Tech. Memphis State. St. Joseph
Conference
Overall
Field
2
p.m.
Hughes (1 vard run> Flores kick - College. Arlington - 10:30 a.m.
W I. T
IV I. T
TOP
TEN
l-AA
ToTTevKTl
Tenn Tech
EKU - 7. AP - 0
1 o li
2 2 0
I, South Carolina Si
Oct. R-7 - UNO Greensboro InEastern Ky
Booze 117 yard pass from Isaac) I ll II
2 I 0
2 Montana St
vitational - Away
Flores kick
Western Ky
l 0 ti
:i | o
3 Nevada Reno
EKU - 14. AP - 0
<»ct. 10 Northern Kentucky - Awav
Middle Tenn
4 Jackson St.
I li (i
121
5. Boston Univ
Tennis (Women's)
Morehead St
I 1 n
| | |
I
2
3
4
F
6 leligh
Oct. 6 - Morris Harvey - Away
Austin Peav
(12
0
|
2 (I
EKU
7
0
7
0
14
7. Florida A6M
< in 7 - Marshall - Awav
Murray St
0 2 0
, ;, „
AP
0
0
0
0
0
8 Boise St

Hello Joe!

Scoreboard

Bobby Jack's Style Shop
1507 East Main Street
HOURS:
Tues. - Fri.
10 am - 6 pm
Sat.
8 am - 2 pm

Bottg'0 Mtmwmr Nn- 2
A Colonel Club Member
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Good
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Joe Richard:
Eastern's man in the middle
KvCMKISKUSRKRKY
Staff Writer

and trust are the main things here. I
lake pride in what I do and I try to do the
l>esl I can. That just brings out the
Like an armored gladiator he stands emotion in me."
tall over his prey, arms upraised over
Richard shows that emotion often
his head, gloating over another victory
during the football season. During
As he walks off the field, he slaps hands
nearly every defensive series, Richard
with all of his teammates signaling a job can be seen jumping up and down.
well done
' slapping heads, shaking hands, he's
This is Joe Richard, the junior
continually fired up
rxrseguard who anchors the defense for
'"I was picked to (he pre season All-'
l he I olonels As a sophomore he was
(>V<' squad so I have an obligation to the
named honerahle mention to the Allteam In play well." said Richard. "I
< >V(" squad and this year he has been the don't set any personal goals for myself
mainstay of the OVC's no 3 defense
After four years at linebacker at
Hryan Station High School in l^xington.
Richard came to Kastern with high
hopes of playing his old position
"When I first got • here I thought,
linebacker.' 'linebacker.' but they
didn't need any." said Richard "They
did need a noseguard and they Mhe
Ihe intramural flag football league
coaches i thought that with my
has been under way for three weeks and
quickness and ability. I'd be a good
here are the leaders
choice "
In league A of Ihe men's independent
As a freshman in 1976. Richard
division S & II remains unbeaten with a
started most of the season and was
4-(i record The Anteaters 'A' lead
second in tackles with 58
His
league R with three wins and a tie.
sophomore year, his 62 tackles and 68
league C saw FIT lake over sole
.issisls earned him AII-OVC Honorable
posewion of first place as they defeated
Mention in 77.
Poops • 3-1 p 26 12 PIT is 4-0 league I) is
Well. I just accepted the fact that Id
led by Ihe Rowdies with a 2-0 record.
IH' playing noseguard and tried to do my
Portland and (he Nads are tied with a 2best." said Richard
o-l
Rut now. I really love playing
In Ihe men's housing league the
noseguard "
Golden Rears and GDI are tied with a 3So far this season. Richard has some
0 record.
iwesome statistics. Against East
Sigma Pi and TKE are tied with a 3-1
iennessee. Richard had 11 tackles and
record in league K of the fraternity
ihree assists and a film grade of 91
league RTP and PKA are 3-0 in League
l>ercenl The Austin Heay game was
0 TKE lend league K with a perfect 4-0
even better Six tackles, six assists, and
record
a tirade of 94 percent 190 is considered
I .MI'IIC- S ol (he women's division is
excellent •
led by Ihe .IV s with a 2-0 mark The
Kill the6-f00t.220 pounder doesn't like
Win/. Kids are (he l>esl in League T with
la lake much of Ihe credit at all ""I've
a record of 2-fl
UMI a lot of people behind me," said
All-University winners of the inRichard, "and we all work together as a
(ramural (able (ennis doubles are Doug
'cam We have a deep team spirit. Unity

S & H, PITJKE tops

Intramural highlights
Sallee and Don Brisco.
All-University winners of the intramural faculty tennis is Dean Glenn
Carey. English department.
The sport Association Council will
meet on Thursday. October 12 at 6 p.m.
in Powell conference room B.
The council will serve as an action
commitlee representing all sport clubs
lo keep students and facutly informed of
club programs and needs
All sport club presidents and faculty
advisors are required to attend this
meeting to discuss plans for fundraising evenls
The schedule for recreational free
play is as follows for this weekend
BEGLEY BUILDING:
Saturday-closed all day
Sunday-closed all day
Mondav-S:30-10:30 p.m
ALUMNI COLISEUM
Friday-closed all day
Saiurday^losed all day
Sunday^closed all day
Monday-closed all day

(photo by SCOTT ADAMS I

Debbie Wright shows some of her stick handling as she
Iries to advance toward Ihe goal Wright scored Eastern's
first goal in a 2-1 win over the University of Dayton on

Hockey ladies upset
Dayton, tie Lousiville for 2-2-1 record
B) MONK AKEIFER
Staff Writer
The women's field hockey teim
evened I heir record a( 2-2 Saturday by
handing a previously undefeated
University of Dayton team iheir first
loss of Ihe season 2-1
Debbie Wright provided Eastern wilh

The

Pickup

The Eastern
Progress

Saturday. The field hockey team is in action again this
weekend as thy take their 2-2-1 record to Virginia and the VIP
Invitational.

iheir first goal, scoring on a center pass
by Linda Marches*, in the first half.
I :iura Purdy added another goal in
the second half by scoring on a fast
break Dayton tallied a goal late in the
half, providing the final score.
The learn played the University of
Louisville Tuesday with the game ending in a l-l tie.

Eastern held a 1-0 lead throughout the
game on a goal by Kathy Wilson, only to ■
have Louisville tie it up with under 5,.
minutes left in the game. The Lady ,
Colonels record now stands at 2-2-1
The field hockey team leaves today,;
for Virginia where they will he com-,.'.;,
peling in the V PI Invitational Friday.'.,,
and Saturday

■
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■MM
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•2
66
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71
76
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Try Our New

Salad Bar!
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Build Your Own

University Bldg.
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Cat* Hall
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Organizations
Scouting Club:
An organization with
the community in mind

(photo by STEVE BROWN)

The Pi Phi Sigma Pi Superstars competition was the scene
df many wacky events Pictured here are two of the con-

testants, furiously splashing their ways to the finish line as
hard as they can go.

Walton plans to have regular club
meetings and possibly guest speakers
for the club
There is also a Free University course
offered this year called "The Improved
Scouting Program."
The course is designed to spur campus
interest in the scouting program
Walton expressed hope that the course
would be a success.
"Another main thrust of the scouting
club is to create an interest in
professional scouting," said Walton.
"Many people do not realize that there
are paying jobs in the professional
scouting career," added Walton

campus is chartered by the scouts also
hut. according to Walton. "They're
By GINNY EAGER
more into outdoor adventure and
Organizations Editor
they're not into helping out scout troops
Boy Scouts, brings to mind a little kid and cub packs."
The new Explorers will hopefully
in a blue beanie running around rubbing
furnish leaders for area scout troops as
two sticks together. Right?
Wrong. Scouting USA. as the program well as having members who are merit
is now known, is not trying to start a Tire badge couselors or help in other ways.
Walton said, "We're looking for
with two sticks. It is a complete career.
Mike Walton said, "Many people do not anybody that will give an hour, two
know (here is a professional scouting hours, three hours, thirty minutes of
their lime working with Scouts."
career."
The main problem is finding people,
Walton is an Eagle Scout from Rose
Terrace Community who is trying to said Walton.
Walton continued that he believes the
start a new organization on campus.
The club will be chartered by the University could support scouts a lot
Exploring Division of the scouting more than they do. He gave the
program, but it will be mainly com- University of Kentucky as an example.
They have 17 Explorer Posts and two
munity action oriented.
separate fraternities who each support
The Explorers Club already on
a scout troop.
Walton has approached two fraternities here on campus but got very
negative responses.
"We're asking anybody that has some
kind of scouting jacket to please wear it
next week." said Walton.
People will be doing this to promote
Scouting and perhaps stir up some inseven years, the University chapter has terest in the new organizations
had two girls placed on the national
calendar as dream girls.
Every year the organization has at
least 10.000 copies of the calendar
printed with the printing and
photography all being done in Richmond.
Parker said that at registration
By VANESSA FRAZIER
students come and ask for the calendar
(iurst Writer
He said this "makes us feel good. It
makes us feel like we're doing a service
The Black Student Union < BSU) is a
lo the University and the community "
dying organization
of the seven to eight hundred black
students presently enrolled, there are
only thirty members in the BSU
According to BSU president. Sharon
Bolts, a junior marketing major, only
ten members were present at a recent
"Cinematic Eye." a new series
meeting of the organization.
devoted lo the study of film and filmThe purpose of the BSU. Bolts
making techniques, premieres on KET
maintains, is lo get more blacks inthis fall and is available to University
volved in campus activities. The BSU
'<ludents for college credit Designed to
sponsors a beauty pageant, talent show
accompany 13 classic European films
and a Black Arts Festival every year,
Irom the Janus collection. "Cinematic
but the problem with these functions is
Eye" contains both criticism and
that these are the only times blacks
reappraisal of films and filmmakers
seem really interested in the BSU.
Faculty advisor. Everlena Holmes,
Those interested should contact Dr.
says that there is a great deal of apathy
John Flanagan, associate dean for
among the black student body or the
nontraditional studies. Division of
BSU This apathy, said Holmes, who
Continuing Education. 622-2003.
recently replaced Bill Johnson as
Among films to be used with the series
faculty advisor, stems from the lack of
ire: "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari."
interest due to the various other black
"M.' 'Beauty and the Beast" and "La
oriented organizations on campus.
Slrada"

Concert
announced

SAE
fraternity wins superstars competition
Bv NANCY SPENCER
Staff Writer
One of the items given to students at
registration time is the Pike calendar
According to Mike Parker, president of
the Pi Kappa Alpha fraterniity. the
Universtiy chapter began printing the
calendar seven years ago and was one of
the first chapters in the nation to do so.
Since then it has become a national
project of the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.

Parker said his organization worked
on the calendar from early January
until mid-July when it goes to press. The
information listed on the calendar is
solicited by the Office of Student Activities and the Office of Public Information, then turned over to the
organization for use on the calendar
Although advertising can be found on
the calendar, it is not a money-making
project "We just break even on it..'
Parker said. Parker also said that the
sponsors from the previous year have
first options for buying an ad and

picking the location.
One of the features of the calendar is a
picture of a different girl every month
These girls are selected in the spring in
a campus-wide beauty pageant.
According to Parker. 120 girls were
screened last spring by a panel of seven
judges. Thirty finalists were chosen and
competed in sportswear, swimsuit and
evening gown competition. From these
30 finalists, 10 girls were chosen to be on
the calendar.
Each winner was also given a trophy
and a rose Parker said that in the past

Pike calendar
helps dream the months away
i

By DAWN PERRY
Staff Wrtter

•

The second annual Pi Phi-Sigma Pi
Greek Superstars proved to be a great
success as the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity won with an exceptional score
of 20 points.
•The Theta Chi Fraternity took second
place and the brothers of Tau Kappa
Kpsilon took third place.
Events began last Monday with the
basketball free throw, the 200 medley
race and the intertube race.
According to Superstars chairman.

Uremia Rollins, "the SAE's won all
three events held Monday which gave
them a substantial lead going into
Tuesday's events."
Events held on Tuesday were the tug
of war. 100 yard dash and the 880 relay.
Again, the SAE's won all of these events
with ease.
r
On Wednesday night, events began at
fi p.m. with the one mile relay. The
Theta Chi's took first place in this event
with a soaring time of 3 min., 54 sec.
The softball and football throws were
also held Wednesday night. The Kappa
Alpha Order took first place in the

HEY SPORT BUFFS

softball throw and the Sigma Chi
fraternity took first in the football
throw.
The last event was the obstacle course
with the Theta Chi's taking first place.
When asked if there would be any
changes in next year's superstars.
Rollins said. "We will probably not have
as many events each night."
Overall. Rollins said. "I think it went
very well."
"The
fraternities were
very
cooperative. We did not have any
complaints that I know about," Rollins
said.

Black Student Union
deteriorating

You deserve it,

The Football Contest,

218 So. Porter
623-3651

*Mtetm

S PRIZES BIVEN
AWAY WEEKLY

Holmes also added that when Black
Student Unions were started on
predominately white campuses, the
main purpose was to give the black
student a voice It was the nucleus for
any and all black functions
Now. Holmes said, if the BSU here is
to survive, it must take bigger and
better actions to get the students interested again in the power and influence of such an organization
The BSU is currently working on a
Black Council to be formed from
representatives from (he other black
organizations on campus
The BSU has been on campus since
1968 After ten years of being recognized
as the black voice of the school. Holmes
feels that the reason for the apathy is
due to the blacks coming on campus now
who are not interested in the needs or
problems of others until they are confronted directly with the needs or
problems themselves
The BSU needs the support of the
students in order to continue its services. If support is not given, the
organization will be absolved. Holmes
said.

KET eyes
new series

A CUT ABOVE
THE REST!

Try Your Skill At Predictions

Skip Daugherty. director of student
activities and organizations, announced
yesterday that singers Leon Redbone
and Tom Waits will be performing for
this years Homecoming concert.
The concert will be held at 7:30 in the
Brock Auditorium on Thursday. October 26
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Eight groups cited

~~
Religious organizations: fellowship and variety for all
By MARKITA SHKI.Bl RNE
Staff Writer
"The earth is but one country and
mankind is its citizens " - Baha'u'Uah.
The single quote of the mentor of what
is probably the smallest religious group
on campus explains the Baha'i faith
very well The Baha'i Club, a littleknown group, consists of four Baha'i s
and three other members.
According to Patty and Craig Harmsen, members of the Baha'i faith, there
are fifteen members in the Richmond
area. The club, which was formed
during the spring semester of 1978.
would like to set up activities for
students who do not go home for
weekends such as craft workshops and
work for charitable organizations.
The Baha'i faith combines the beliefs
nf all major religions. The members
believe that the latest religious
messenger. Baha'u'Uah. is the
fulfillment of the expectations of all
religions as a saviour or holy
messenger
Baha'u'Uah. whose name means
glory of God' spent most of his life in
prison because of his faith where he
wrote approximately 100 volumes.
This Baha'i' revelation was made in
1844
The faith emphasizes the onemess of
mankind and the common foundation of
all religions The equality of men and
women and the elimination of all
prejudice are beliefs of the Baha'is'.
The group believes in the harmony of
science and religion A spiritual solution
of the economic problem, a universal
auxiliary language and universal peace
upheld by a world government are all
major beliefs of the Baha'i' faith.
Despite the fact that many people
associate the religion with other faiths.
Craig Harmsen said the Baha'i faith "is
independent of any other religion "
The religion has only one house of
worship in each continent thus the
members meet in homes The Njprth
American Baha'i' house of worship is in
Wilmette. Ill
The Baha'i' Club on campus is
planning a two-week awareness campaign on campus during the month of
October.

group
iroup also has a regular prayer break
breakfast
ast.
The primary project underway at the
BSU now is the beginning of weekly
dorm devotions in each dormitory.
An annual event of the BSU is a
retreat the third or fourth weekend of
the semester for freshmen and transfer
students The weekend is designed to
start friendships and aquaint
newcomers with the organization.
The organization will be invollved in
two week-long projects this fall:
Missions Week and Internationals
Week. Also prominent on the agenda of
the group are an upcoming state-wide

The camp involved recreational activities
tivitiesaswellas
as well as worship oDDortunities
opportunities.
The Episcopalian students met informally previously but began to formally organize last year.

going after the masses." but they try to
develon the nualitv
develop
quality nf
of the anapproximately thirty members

Christian Scientists

Last Sunday, the Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship had a program
entitled Celebration II was a
celebration of life and freedom in
Christ. Such meetings are frequent in
the group. For example, gospel festivals
and concerts are quite popular.
Evangelism is a vital part of the group
and often conferences on the subject are
attended by the group On October 13, 14
and 15 there will be a fall conference on
evangelism at Otter Creek Park in
Ixiuisville.
The fellwoship has divided itself into
groups of 10 to 15 for Bible study and
fellowships The groups specialize in
relating and getting to know each other

The Christian Scientist organization
on campus is affilated with one of the
(wo religions that originated in
America.
Mary Baker Eddy began the Christian
Science faith when a healing occured in
February. 1866.
In 1879 she formally founded the

fall convention in Owensboro and a Church of Christ, Scientist The faith
spring
leadership
conference healing.
The Christian Student fellowship is a
non-denominational group although it is
Canterbury Club
sponsored by the Big Hill Avenue
The Canterbury Club tries to make Christian Church in Richmond
itself an open program where one is in a
The organization meets each WedBSU
religious atmosphere without feeling nesday night in various homes with Joe
The Baptist Student Union (BSU) is thredlened or pressured." according to Whitaker. the associate minister at Big
one of the full-time ministries on John Berkheart. the campus advisor Hill Avenue Christian Church and
campus. During a week's time, about and priest He says that the group feels sponsor of the group. They spend time in
ISO students visit the BSU for a variety il is "an open group to any person who is Bible study and prayer and then spend
of services Dale Adkins, the campus interested in religion."
an hour in fellowship and recreation.
The
twenty-two
Episcopalian
minister, works with president of the
The fellwoship is planning to par
BSU. Jerry Cowan in regular weekly members meet each Wednesday in the ticiapate in a retreat on Nov. 3,4 and 5 at
programs as well as special activities. Powell Building for prayer. Bible study, Pine Mountain State Park in conAs weekly services the BSU has such discussion and fellowship
junction with other high school and
Two weekends ago the group par- college students.
things as Bible studies on Tuesday
nights. "Discovery." a worship service ticipated in a weekend Episcopalian
Whitaker emphazies that the
on Wednesday nights, and rehearsal of camp with other college students fellowship is not a full-time campus
the BSU choir on Thursday nights The sponsored by the diocese of Lexington ministry. He adds that the group is "not

Andys PIZZA
PALACE

Inter-Varsity

Latter Day Saints
The young single Latter Day Saints on
campus number more than 15 plus some
young single teachers. The campus
group cleaned and remodeled the old
Andy's Pizza Palace as the first Mormon Church in Richmond. The church
has no paid minister. The members take
turns running meetings.
Family life is very important to
Mormons and the campus organization
has formed into a family group.
Monday is known to over four million
Mormans as Family Home Evening
where all chores are finished quickly so
the family can spend the entire evening
together
Lessons on self-improvements are
important parts of these evenings. The
University's group of Mormans use
Thursday nights as their Family Home
Evening
The group is trying to begin a paper
drive to raise money to buy a copy
machine so they can print bulletins and
other material
Partially in explanation of their small
size. President Maria Bellamy said
"Mormons have the strictest personal
values of any church values on campus." and despite this they continue to
grow.

Newman Center
According to Father Ron Ketteler. the
Newman Center exists to serve both
students and faculty of the University.
The Newman CJub is in fact not a club
hut is operated through the Newman
Center as a parish.
The University Catholics are affiliated with Saint Stephen parish in
Richmond and number near 1400. according to Father Ketteler, although
only 900 are registered with the center
and 500 to 600 attend mass.
The organization which came into
being in the 1950s and was made a fulltime ministry in 1970, participates in

numerous
numerous activities
activities including
including retreats
retreats,
siurfv mn
c». ^..i.u.^1
study
groups, i-Miir»
lecture series,
scripture
readings and study, premarital
seminars, choirs and a quitar groups

Wesley Foundation
The Wesley Foundation, a Methodist
organization, has had a campus center
since 1965 although the Methodist
students probably gathered much
sooner than that
According to Gene Strange, campus
minister, the Foundation has about 150
participants although 300 persons are on
his mailing list.

Various activities
activities of
of the
the gn
group include
Various
Sunday morning
morning rap
rap hou
hour, worsl
"■BOW
through sharing, prayer breakfasts
Tuesday morning. Wesley Singers
Tuesday night. Bible study on Tues
night. Fellowship hour on Wednesda;
night. Communion at Thursday
and Bible study on Thursday afternoon.'
The group also has a dinner and?
special program the first Monday of;
each month.
The officers for this year are Mid
ste*
Richardson, president;
Krist
Hamilton. vice-president;
Cora
Bowling, secretary and Rusty An
special program coordinator

a
a

Club recognizes
outstanding seniors
party. Eligible students are asked to fif>
out an application listing their activities
and interests. Applicants are then later'
The Collegiate Pentacle is a senior notified of their acceptance.
According to Flood, some of the
honorary whose members are
recognized for service, leadership and traditional activities of the group is
ushering at the May graduation and
scholarship.
To be eligible for membership, a participating in the Hanging . of thej
student must have completed his junior Greens at Christmas. Flood also sai(P
year and have a 3.3 GPA. The student they are planning programs this year
must also be involved in two extra- that will benefit the individual members—
curricular activities either on campus and be of service to the community.. • £■
Flood believes being accepted into the J
or in the community.
According to Pattye Flood", the Collegiate Pentacle is "one of the
president of the Collegiate Pentacle. greatest honors a senior could have at
second-semester juniors, who are the University because you're not only
honored
for
academic
eligible for membership, receive a being
letter informing them of their eligibility achievement but for service to the,
and inviting them to a get-acquainted school and community."
Bv NANCY SPENCER
Staff Writer

Ciruna members,
devoted to world affairs
By DON MCNAY
Staff Writer
The 1978 school yeafr promises to be a
"year nf growth" for the Ciruna club.
According to Ciruna club president,
David Grise. a sophomore political
science major from Richmond, "the
Ciruna club has already doubled its
membership since last year."
This growth is continuing on through
the school year "Each week weseem to
pick up several new members," said
(irise.
The Ciruna club is an organization
devoted to the study of world affairs.
The club consists mainly of political
science majors, although Grise said.
1
In- Ciruna club is open to anyone,
regardless of their major, who has an
interest in world affairs."
The Ciruna club is sponsored by the
guiding hand of Dr. Tae Hwan Kwak of

■■/.

•!.<<
■

I
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the Political Science Department. Kwak
has overseen some of the club's more
successful ventures, such as the annual^
trip to the United Nations in New Yortrrd
Some of the upcoming events for the
Ciruna club include a United Nations^,
day. a series nf panel discussions and aE
model United Nations Security Councilfc
for high school students.
Meetings are held every other
Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. in room 345 of '
the Wallace building. Membership dues
are $2 a year, which according to Grise
"is very reasonable compared to other
organizations on campus."
<
Other Ciruna officers besides (Iriseinclude Greg Stroude. a senior political
science major from Sherman who
serves as vice president. Tony*)
Gaylord. a sophomore political science 1
major from Nicholasville, serves as
club treasurer. The Ciruna club, i
secretary is David Taylor, a sophomore .
political science major from Richmond.
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Larry
Bernard
Arts Editor
The University theatre production
of "Otherwise Engaged" is a play
that one leaves shaking his head and
wondering just what it was all
about. The play is recommended for
mature audiences and that's exactly
who should attend. No one else can
probably understand it.
Simon Gray's Broadway play is a
complex study of a man trying to
spend a quiet evening alone listening
to Wagner's music. Quite naturally,
he is interrupted repeatedly by a
series of characters who steal him
from a serene evening alone.
Gray's script is a lackadaisical
one, straying from one extreme to
the other. At times the play is
compelling to the viewer but more
often it deals with uninteresting,
boring events. It makes one wonder
why the play had such a long run on
Broadway.
The play is billed as a comedydrama, but the humor so infrequently offered is often stale and
dry and doesn't warrant laughter.
The most hilarious aspect of the
play was when one of the actors
stumbled over an object on stage

after the lights had been turned off
at the end of the play.
However, Gray's rambling script
can't be the balme for every flaw in
the play. Director Richard Benson,
chairman of the speech and theatre
arts department, never has full
control of the play; his direction is
muddled and he never seems to
know what direction he wants to
take the play in.
Much like Benson's previous productions "Death of a Salesman"
and "The Fantastiks," he has given
us another play with excessive
dialogue and little movement or
action on stage.
Many of the actors do their best
with the parts they're stuck with.
J.D. Sutton exhibits a commanding
presence in his lead role of the
troubled Simon Hench. His speech
is clear and crisp and his movements
sharp; often he carries the whole
weight of the play on his shoulders
and he succeeds in grand fashion.
It was, however, Anita Lenhart,
playing Simon's wife Beth, who
stole the show. Her part called for a
woman torn apart inside while
1. What is the best-selling rock
song in history?
2. Who wrote the title song from
the movie "The Way We Were?"
3. What was the last single the
Beatles released?

Music
Quiz
PORTRAITS

'Otherwise
Engaged9:
complex,
stale,
boring
having an affair with another man.
Needless to say, she carries the part
with the maturity of a seasoned
performer and she gives an electrifying performance. The emotional
throb in her voice accents her
character very well.
Brian Chic, as usual, plays his
character Wood to the hilt. His
facial expressions and movements
add some welcome humor to the
production as he plays a pompous
ass paying a visit to Simon.
Lowell Massey, usually so effective in his characterizations, is
disappointing as Simon's brother,
Stephen. His movements are much
too jerky and he speaks so rapidly
that it is often difficult to comprehend exactly what he is saying.
Joan Elliott grossly overacts in
her role as the sleazy Davina. Her
voice is often muffled and indistinguishable; her one redeeming factor
is her breasts which she exposes
when she removes her blouse. Her
acting is reminiscient of senior class
play style.
The lighting for the production is
static, unchanging throughout the
play; it symbolizes someone's lack
of imagination. The set, however, is
one of the better constructed sets for
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Get more of what
you go for.

a.d

WEDDINGS

play

gaged" fails in its attempt to please
audiences. It is a play that is much
too complex for the average student.
In the future, the theatre arts
department should strive to bring
plays to the stage that students will
enjoy since the productions are
aimed at students anyway.

Exchange
Classified Ads

3. Take Form To Bursar's Window.
4. Return Form To Progress Office

Exchange
B & J Quick Print "A wu in the printing
biz" 211 Gen Lane. Richmond. Ky 40475.
10 to 10.000 copies white you wait
printing,.

623-3 US
IK Porter Dr. (Behind Jerry's)

MAKE $500.00 Muffing our circulars in
your home. For free information wirte S it
S Enterprises. 6750 Hauler Rd.. Middle
town. Ohio. 45042

Hair Style

I will decorate cakes for any occasion.
CaH 966-1846

*..

Recondition

\\ Go new

•IS. Value

f •* 10.75

No matter what your tavQnte pizza is >
Just say SopeiStyle whan you order your pizza Abu I get lots
morectieese And lots more ol your lavonte loppaigs Fortune
MMe more dough vou can have your SuperStyle pizza
Track nChewy'or Tran nCrapy* Any way you want it
Gel more ol what you go lor Go new SuperStyle

\

(with coupon)

THE
CAMPUS STYLE
SHOP

622-4178

r
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One coupon per party
pe* visa Alparfcapahnq
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MedoekM
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The

// 's That Easy. Direct Communication With Other Students

Jim Cox Studio

Powell Center

One of the drawbacks is that the
play is British and set in England, so

therefore the characters attempt to
speak with a British accent. The
attempt fails profoundly and sometimes comically. Many times it is
difficult to comprehend the dialogue
between the actors because they are
concentrating so diligently on their
accents.
On the whole "Otherwise En-

1. Brin# Ad To Progress Office
2. Assessment Will Be Made

FOR THE FINEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY

i

University productions. It is a very
workable set, one that achieves a
homey atmosphere. Ric Rice's costumes are reflective of contemporary England, but on the whole
are colorless and drab.

production of "Otherwise Engaged."
continues to run ihrough Saturday night.

IT'S EASY.FOLLOW THESE FOUR STEPS:

Graduation
Portrait!
Compoutai
Job & Instant
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(photo by STEVE fsttowN)

Simon (J.D.Sutton) reacts to Davina (Joan Elliott)
after she takes her blouse off in the University

SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES
EAT IN
TAKE OUT
FREE DELIVERY

Wj THIRD
JAND
MAIN ST.

Camera for sale. 3 montn old Fujiee A-21
body, excellent condition Call 623 0425
after 5 p.m.

EXTRA HOURS earn you $500 00 per
1000 addressing envelopes for me.
Prompt reply CERTIFIED MAIL MART.
5700 Trenton Franklin Rd., MkJdletown.
Ohio. 45042

Typing done quickly end efficiently at
minime[cost Phone 625-5093 at any time

Landsdown Club will be available for
private party rental. For more information
call 006 277 3606 Monday Friday 10 00
4 00 Lemngton Ky.

MUSICI MUSICI The Bookstore now has
music folios, guitar stnngs, all music
accessories, harmonicas, recorders, and a
lot morel For your musk needs, sea us at
llm lOOiaalDra.

-Professional resume service: We prepare
resumes that unlock doors of opportunity.
For price list write Profeseionel Resume
Service. 140 Surburban Court. Lexington,
Ky 40503

Archie's 363 E. Man St. 624 2424 is
looking for competent persons with auto
for puia delivery Apply in person Friday
2JM p_m_«j00 p.m.

SERVICE DIRECTORY. . .
Tropical House

Compliments Of

BILL RICE INSURANCE AGENCY

There's something fishy
going on at the Tropical
House It's their 9th Anniversary Sale. Various
species of fish, a large
assortment of aquarium
accessories and a complete
line of pet supplies.

"Your Student Health Agency"
Office
6234681

112 Big Hill Ave.
Richmond. Ky. 40476

PRINTING Er OFFICE SERVICE
Kentucky Printing Company

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435

QUICK COPY • THESIS
RESUMES

BOOKLETS

Richmond Complete Print Shop

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES

REGULAR
SANDWICHES
f

includes L«ttuc*T. Tomato, Onion, ChotM
Seasoning and our own Top Sacral Drawing.

Served on While. Rye
or Whole Wheat Bread.
Lettuce, Tomato. Mayo.
Mustard or Onion on
Request. 10c extra
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TjURKEY....«
HAM
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"Best Omnection In Toy*i"
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•*•....
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2.10

WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL
"DIET THING" A CHEF'S SALAD CREATION
Portion* of Roatt Beef, Ham,
Turkey, Salami and Swiss Cheese
on i bed of Lettuce and Tomato
Slices mod your cnolce of
Dressing
.11.69

-
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RICHMOND CABLE TV
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Student Checks
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University Plaia
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MADISON FLOWER SHOP
Present this ad for
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Phone 623-1601
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Richmond. Ky.
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Starbuck
'Annual* concert is dead experience
high-school prom act made them
almost embarassing to listen to and
watch. Their music consisted of
basic rock and roll with no creativity
or innovation.
Their lead singer appeared ridiculous and out of place with his Mick
Jagger antics of prancing about on
stage in a pseudo-sexy manner.
Jagger can get away with it; a jerk
called Jon Maguire can't.
Starbuck took the stage and took
up where the Rocket Band left off.
Their act was a mixture of standard
and uneven rock numbers that
would seemingly drive the audience
to putting their hands over their ears
(I noticed some people did just
that).
Starbuck is a dying musical act
rapidly on the decline in popularity.
This was evident in the size of the
crowd that turned out for the
concert. Last year Brock was nearly
filled to capacity, but Friday night
only about half the auditorium was
full to see Starbuck. But half the
auditorium was too many to see
such a dead group as Starbuck.
The lead singer kept wandering
off the stage with no explanation

By LARRY BERNARD
Arts Editor
There are certain annual events
students can come to expect here at
the University: the Hanging of the
Greens, spring break, the performance of the Messiah, panty raids and
a concert with Starbuck.
The rock group Starbuck performed in Brock Auditorium Friday
night for the third year in a row.
They may as well unpack their bags
and equipment and stay here for
their probable concert here next
year.
The first year Starbuck performed
here was as a lead-in act for Seals
and Croft. In that concert they
proved themselves to be diversified
and creative musicians. Last year it
was easy to detect that Starbuck was
on the decline musically and Friday
night it was evident that the group
was down in the gutter in more ways
than one.
However, compared to the lead
act, the Jon Maguire Rocket Band,
Starbuck looked like the Rolling
Stones. The Rocket Band was one of
the most banal acts to ever appear in
concert here. Their amateurish.

offered whatsoever. But each time
he walked off, 1 felt like applauding;
it was one of the few things exciting
during trie entire concert.
Starbuck did a fairly good job on
their hit songs "Moonlight Feels
Right" and "Everybody Get
Down." At least the band played
soft enough to understand the lyrics
and they were the only two songs to
employ the synthesizer, which could
make Starbuck a unique band if
they knew how to use it effectively.
The only time Starbuck brought
me to the verge of applause was
when they dedicated one of their
new songs to the dean of men at
Mississippi State University and
Anita Bryant. The song was
appropriately titled "Screw You."
All in all, it was a very boring
concert. Starbuck's finale with the
smoke and stage blowing up was
impressive, but it didn't make up for
the immaturity and deadness Starbuck exhibited throughout the
concert.
Still some students in the crowd
seemed to enjoy the concert. But
then University students are so
hungry for concerts, they'll grasp at
anything for nourishment.

'Amityville Horror'
good escapist reading
By TOM ROSS
Staff Writer

Over the past five years readers
have seen a large amount of tales of
the supernatural, from The Exorcist
to the most recent book to hit the
stands on the supernatural. Jay
Ansoiis' bestselling Amityville Horor which the publishers bill as
non- fiction.
The story revolves around the
Lutz family and their horrifying
encounters of the supernatural in
their new dream house at 112 Ocean
Ave.
The events take place in Amityville, Long Island in December of
I97S when George Lutz and his
family moved into the alleged
haunted house. Four weeks later the
Lutzes very abruptly left their house
and all possessions, never to return.
I'm still trying to figure out why
they waited so long to get out of the
house. Personally, after being in
that place for five minutes, I would
have put a lot of distance between

me and that house.
The book opens with a preface
written by a priest explaining the
para-normal and why the reader
should believe in the story in which
he is about to read.
A prologue follows telling of the
various investigations held to prove
or disprove the question of some
kind of occult phenomena present at
112 Ocean Ave. Everyone from the
media to the church was involved in
these investigations. It seems that
the bulk of these investigations
concluded that some type of force
was definitely in the house.
Some of these investigators suggest thai TJM; force hjftahit^^
house in 197$ when" Ronald DeFe
then 24, shot and killed his parents,
two brothers and two sisters at 3:15
in the morning, the same time that
George Lutz would wake up at every
night for the 27 nights that his
family slept there.
There were some events that I
found hard to believe in the book,
such as Lutz's wife, Kathy, levi-

The rock group Starbuck jam it up in a concert Friday night in Brock. The concert drew only 250 people.

Rocky Horror Picture Show
An experience in the bizarre
By DAVID WINTERS
Staff Writer

"The Rocky Horror Picture
Show" is more than a movie; it is an
experiment in the bizarre.
At its inception, it was a musical
in England where it enjoyed great
success. In 1975, it flopped on
tating while turning into a 90-yearBroadway and was immediately
old hag. Also there was a case of a
made into a film The film also
ceramic lion making its own way
flopped, initially, until it began
about the house and even possibly
showing at midnight movies.
biting George Lutz in the leg.
Currently, the film is enjoying
However, after reading about all
great success, and was shown last
the other frightening phenomena
Saturday night at Lexington's Kenthat happened in those 28 days, all
that I can do is shrug my shoulders tucky Theatre. The scene which
accompanied the showing of this
and ask why not?
film was one of the strangest in the
Anson does well in keeping the
city's history.
readers attention, so well in fact that
The line to get into the theatre
The Amityville Horror is very hard
to put down. Its 300 pages can easily began growing by leaps and bounds
a full hour before the scheduled
be read in a few hours.
This book is definitely a spine- starting time. Twenty minutes before the film was to start, the sign
chiller and a book to be read during
iTonarea- . appeared in the cashier's, window:
litTTaTce my word for •'• SOLD OUT. TWf^rVe wayMo more
scalping than one would see on
it, it is scary enough when reading it
Broadway.
in broad daylight, let alone the
Looking at the group of people
night. It's good escapist reading.
Just as The Exorcist, The Other waiting to get in, it became evident
and The Omen were made into that this was no ordinary movie. In
major-motion pictures, the movie addition to the average number of
version of The Amityville Horror hookers, dopers, and assorted
will be released in the spring of freaks that usually attend a midnight movie, there was a representa1979.

tive group of transvestites which
came out to view it. Many of these
drag queens (men who dress as
women) dressed portraying their
favorite character from the movie.
In Lexington, transvestites are
warmly received by the masses.
When they joined the line at the
theatre, they were cheered and
applauded. If these people were to
come to Richmond, they would
probably be ridiculed, tortured, and
eventually rent assunder.
Another oddity of the film was
the great amount of audience participation which accompanied it.
During the wedding scene, over
half the audience stood up and
threw rice.
Spectators sang the chorus parts
of many of the songs and applauded
violently after many of the numbers.
When a villain appears, loud
hissing ensues. Likewise, applause
accompanies the hero's entrance.
The audience also brings props
which they use ei the appropriate
times. During a rain scene, many
pull out newspapers to shield themselves from the wet stuff. And one
song about light brings out a bevy of
cigarette lighters.
The main characters include a
young couple, Brad and Janet, who
are engaged - and a mad scientist
who is a transvestite.

Flowers & Candy
For The Sweetest Day
Oct. 21

SOUTHERN HILLS PLAZA
RICHMOND, KY'
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In conclusion, I feel that this film
was very culturally enlightening,
and it provided the basis for one of
the strangest nights of my life. For a
change of pace, the film is a must
for everyone to see. (Oh, and don't
forget the rice.)

Anita's Bridal Boutique

623-5058
China
Crystal
Jewelry

The young couple has a flat tire
and is forced to spend the night as
the guest of the scientist, Dr.
Frank-n-Furter. Many strange
things transpire, not the least of
which is the appearance of rock
singer Meatloaf as a motorcycle
bum.
Towards the end of the movie,
Frank-n-Furter turns in a stellar
performance on a very moving song.
The song, "I'm Going Home" is
filled with sybolism and inner
meaning, which is a very important
point about the music of the movie.
The music not only sets the mood,
but it also adds depth to characters
which would otherwise be taken too
superficially.
Perhaps this is why "The Rocky
Horror Picture Show" has developed an almost cult-like following.
I asked one theatre-goer what she
thought of the transvetites which
showed up for the movie. She
stated, "1 think they, are great ...
They make the atmosphere so fun
and light."

* Holiday Dresses
* Fall Formats
* Tuxedo Rental

Village Florists
FREE DELIVERY
125 S. 3rd
623-0340

PHONE 606424-2200
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TUES. - Shrimp
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News

Burton treated like king on London visit
By BETH SCHOEN
Features Editor
Nothing like spending a week in the
woody seclusion of a resort 40 miles
outside. London, England-given to
countless gourmet meals and constant
royal attention by gracious English
hosLs-in the middle of September.
Or any time of the year-vacations are
great. But when you're waited on hand
and foot, treated like a king or a queen,
that's an especially nice treat.
Dr. Gene Burton of the University,
recently experienced such elaborate

courtesy when he visited the Administrative Staff College, a branch of
Brunei University in London, to speak
on American management philosophies
to business executives from all over the
world.
Noted for his extensive research in
"Organization Development." and for
the 100 or so publications he's written,
Burton spent a week at the four-week
seminar trying to influence national and
international representatives to enforce
stronger
employee
motivation
techniques in their management plans.
Executives attending the seminar
were scheduled to congregate from 7:00

a.m. until 11:00 p.m. (with breaks for all
the fine gamishings, of course), Monday
through Friday to share business
problems and solutions at either of two
conferences held.
The Senior Management Program
conference involved mostly national
participants, while the International
Management Program seminar had
representatives from Poland, Zambia
and Australia.
Both sections of the seminar, feature
Burton, chairman of the University's
business department, as a guest lecturer.

After a week of emphasis on the
importance of combining social
sciences like psychology with
management plans to increase employee motivation. Burton said he thinks
he made some headway
"I may have cracked the ice." he
said.' Some came up to me after I spoke
and said they would take a better look
and try to handle their management
programs with more employee interest
in mind."
Now that Burton's back in Richmond,
he's adjusting to lunches in the
cafeteria.

Senate elects
Pro Tem
By DONNA BUNCH
Staff Writer
Stay on Campus Weekend was
discussed and a new Senator Pro Tem
elected at the first meeting of the new
Student Senate on Tuesday.
"Its purpose is to get the university
working as a whole," said Mark Hester,
student Senator when he spoke of Stay
on Campus Weekend.
A disco dance, a concert and special
half-time activities for the Akron game
are being planned for the weekend of
Nov. 10-11
Student Senate is working in
cooperation with Men's and Women's
Injerdorm.' Student
Activities,
Panhellinic and Interfraternity Council
to provide students with an alternative
to going home on weekends.
Hester added that the weekend will
help freshmen realize that Eastern
doesn't have to be a suit-case college
After the swearing in of the new
senators, Mike Daley was elected

(Photo by STEVE BROWN)
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* University workers give the Daniel Boone statue a
cleaning before the harsh winds of winter set in.

Occupational therapy
sees results

Progress gets
All American rating
By ELIZABETH PALMER-BALL
News Editor
The Progress has once again been
ranked All American by The national
Scholastic Press Association and
Associated Collegiate Press.
The judging is based on five basic
catagories. Coverage and Content;
Writing and Editing: Editorial
Leadership and Opinion Features;
Physical Appearance and Visual
Communication; and Photography, Art
and Use of Graphics. These in turn are
broken down into more specific areas.
The Progress received Marks of
Distinction in all of the major catagories
with the exception of Writing and

Senator Pro Tem. He will serve as vicepresident of the Senate when John
Cooper. Student Senate vice-president is
unable to preside.
Steve Foster, president of the Senate
announced that a letter was sent to the
United States Student Association
(USSA) informing them of the
University's resignation. "We are officially out of the USSA," said Foster.
The Senate withdrew from the USSA
because of misrepresentation of student
viewpoints and lack of communication
between the local and national
organizations
Foster has received no reply from the
USSA regarding the resignation.
He did receive a letter of
congratulations for being a new
member said Foster The University
joined USSA seven years ago.
The possibility of joining the
American Student Federation was not
discussed The Senate may be asked to
consider joining at the next Senate
meeting.

Editing. In the judges summary it was
commented, "You have an excellent
informative weekly paper which does
the job a weekly is intended to do, to
cover in great detail your community's
news. This is a job no other competing
media can do."
The NSPA - ACP gives a critical
evaluation of a student publication,
making note of both its strengths and
weaknesses. This critical service offers
helpful evaluations for student staffs
and provides incentive for improvement.
The ratings that can be given are first
through fourth class. Only those
receiving first class ratings are eligible
for the all American rating.

By JANETJOCOBS
Guest Writer
Last spring the occupational therapy
department saw the results of its efforts
as four seniors received the first
bachelor of science degrees awarded in
this program.
The department, under the direction
of Dorothy Jeffrey, has been in
existence only three years having
received accreditation just last year
from the National and the American
Occupational Therapy Associations.
This year, the enrollment has expanded to 17 seniors and 22 juniors, wilh
an additional 75 freshmen and
sophomores declaring occupational
therapy as their intended major.
Registered occupational therapists
(OTR) are in relatively short supply as
Kentucky has only 103 OTR's and IS
certified assistants, located mainly in
Lexington and Louisville.
•

Employment opportunities are
available in hospitals and clinics,
rehabilitation facilities, long term and
extended care facilities, sheltered
workshops, schools and camps, and
community agencies and centers.

_

(Photo by JAMES KELLEV)
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Warm late ran weather provides Jeff Walter, a junior
__ J
business management major from Louisville, an opportunity
9OOQ
to have a sandwich on the Park Fountain. His dog. Scrump
observes.
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The OTR's duties include planning a
rehabilitation program with other
members of a health care team, using
physical exercise and activities The
OTR works with physically and men.ally handicapped patenls to facilitate
performance and productivity in a
variety of areas.
Did you know the University once had
Occupational Therapy consists of a woman president? Her name was
mainly three areas: psychology, Mary C Roark. the wife of the first
physiology and pediatrics The president.
curriculum includes many courses in
On April 16, 1909 she was elected
these fields, and also involves learning acting president when her husband.
such skills as macrame. ceramics, Dr Ruric Nevel Roark, died
weaving and woodworking which are
Roark was also elected dean of
used in therapy.
women Oct. 1, 1909 She served in both

capacities until April 9. 1910 Upon
retiring as acting - president, she
continued in the position of dean of
women until the close of the school year
1914-15
Mrs Roark studied at Nebraska
University. Oberlin College. National
Normal University and Colorado
CoUege
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A Supplement to the Eastern Progress presented as a service to itfs readers
5.W78
By GINNY EAGER
Organizations Editor

No one should be bored this week with
all the entertainment available.
The new P S is a supplement to the
Progress which will contain a television
guide, a WEKU-FM schedule, the
DATELINE, the Placement Pipeline
and various other highlights.
Tonight on television, one can watch
the continuing saga of Soap. Chester is
still adjusting to life as an escaped
convict and Eunice has found a lover
Also coming up Monday night are the
Country Music Awards Johnny Cash is
the host and Roy Clark. Crystal Gayle
and many others will make appearances
Eor radio listeners. WEKU-FM has

Today 0*5
11 -45 am BSU l.unchencounter. Powell
Building
Noon Wesley Foundation communion
:i p.m Matinee performance of "Otherwise Engaged." Gifford Theatre
4 p.m. BSU children's ministry
4 30 p.m. Association of Law Enforcement
meeting. Jaggers Room. Powell Building
5 15 p m Sigma Tau Pi meeting. Conference Room B. Powell Building
« 30 p m BSU Choir practice
fi 30 p.m SCJ meeting. Clark Room.
Wallace Building
6 :U)pm movie. Bride of Frankenstein.
Pearl Buchanan Theatre
7 p m Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
meeting. Kennamer Room. Powell
Building
7 30 p.m. movie. Animal House.
1
. i in PUS Cinemas
7 10 p.m movie. Up in Smoke. Campus
Cinemai
'< p m Baha I Club informal discussions.
Brockton «20
'•p.m Rape Prevention Program. Relford
Hall

Friday oct 6
■• a m Rev Gary Rickman will meet with
interested and prospective students.
United Methodist Campus Center
'•am Berea Arts and Crafts Fair.
Indian Fort Theatre. Berea
« 30 p.m. movie. Bride of Frankenstein.
Pearl Buchanan Theatre
7:30 p.m. movie. Animal House.
Campus Cinemas
7:30 p.m. movie. Up in Smoke. Campus
Cinemas
8
P-m. Doobie Brothers. Rupp Arena

9 am Berea Arts and Crafts Fair.
Indian Fort Theatre. Berea
9 a.m. Pancake Breakfast. Clay Hall
11 a.m. Women's Invitational Cross
Country Meet. Arlington Course
2 p.m. EKU vs. Middle Tennessee. Hanger
Field
'

•-

fi 30 p.m. movie Clockwork Orange.
Pearl Buchanan Theatre
7:30 p.m. movie. Animal House.
Campus Cinemas
7 30 p.m movie. Up in Smoke. Campus
Cinemas

Sunday

5:30 p.m. BSU nursing home visitation
6 p.m. Frisbee throwing contest.
Dupree Hall
6:30 p.m. movie. Black Sunday. Pearl
Buchanan Theatre
7 p.m Alpha Kappa Delta meeting,
Wallace. 432
7 p.m Coal-Energy Club meeting,
Combs 232
7:30 p.m. movie. Animal House,
Campus Cinemas
8 p.m. Neil Young. Rupp Arena
8 p.m Jogging. Martin Hall
8:30 p.m. BSU discovery

Thursday oct 12

Oct. 8

Warn Berea Arts and Crafts Fair.
Indian Fort Theatre. Berea

!• 30 a.m. Rap Hour. Wesley Foundation
7 p.m. Worship through Sharing. Wesley
Foundation
6 30 p.m movie. Clockwork Orange.
Pearl. Buchanan Theatre
7 30 p m movie. Animal House.
Campus Cinemas
7 30 p.m movie. Up in Smoke. Campus
Cinemas
Sky walkers vs. Kentucky AAU
preliminary i. Rupp Arena. 5 p.m
Indiana Pacers vs. New Orleans Jazz.
Hupp Arena. 7:30 p.m

6:30 p.m. movie. Black Sunday. Pearl
Buchanan Theatre
7:30 p.m. movie. Up in Smoke. Campus
Cinemas
8 p.m The Sound of Music. Lexington
Opera House.
All items appearing in
Dateline should be sent
to Ginny Eager, organizations editor, the
Eastern Progress, Jones
Building, by Friday
preceding publication,
inquiries may be made
by calling 3106.

Monday oc 9
\ii classes
6-31) pm movie. Black Sunday. Pearl
Buchanan Theatre
T 30 p m movie. Animal House.
Campus Cinemas

Tuesday Oct. 10
7 a.m. BSU prayer breakfast
7-15 a.m. Wesley Foundation prayer
breakfast
5 p.m. Milestone staff meeting. Milestone
Office, fourth floor Jones Building
fi 15 p.m. BSU bible study
fi:30 pm. movie. Black Sunday. Pearl
Buchanan Theatre

7:30 p.m. movie. Animal House.
Campus Cinemas
8 p.m. Movie "Mama" Telford Hall
8:30 p.m. AUSA meeting Wallace. 426
9 p.m. Collegiate Pentacle meeting,
Wallace Building '
9p.m. Rape Prevention program. Walters
Hall

i

W A

WednesdayOct. 11

7 p.m. Wesley Foundation singers practice

Saturday oct7

NQ

the Folk Festival USA on Sunday nights
at 8:30 p.m. This week it will have Jean
Redpath and the Boys of the Lough
playing traditional music from the
British Isles.
Lum 'N Abner. an oldie but goldie
radio program, is a hilarious program
which airs at 7 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
There are a number of excellent
programs on KET this week. "Soundstage." a show that has been around for
awhile is still very popular. This season
performers Emmy Lou Harris. The
Kinks. Garland Jeffreys and many
more will be featured
"Marie Curie" is a series of five, hour
long dramas about the life of-Curie. It
will also offer excellent viewing
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.ID Sutton, a resident actor, plays Simon Hench. in Sinom
Gray's 'Otherwise Engaged' which is presently playing in the
Gifford Theatre. The play will continue through Saturday
evening with curtain time set for 7:30. A matinee performance is scheduled for 3 this afternoon. Admission is $1.50
for students: $2.50 for adults.

WEKU-FM announces listeners guide
WEKU-FM listeners guide...a key for your listening pleasure. Complete listings on page 2

CLASSICAL MUSIC
International Concert Hall Mondays at
1000 a m
Toscanim The Man Benind The Legeno
Tuesdays at 10 00 a m
'ves The Unanswered Ouestion ""uesoavs
at 11 00 a m.'
Campus Musica Wednesdays at 10 00 a m
Morning Concert Thursdays and Fridays
at 10 00 a m
Potpourri ol Classics. Weekdays at 12 30
pm
Chicago Symphony Saturdays at 10 00a m
The Great Operas. Saturdays at 12 noon
New York Philharmonic. Sundays at 10 00
am
JAZZ MUSIC
Just Jazz. Weekdays at 3 30 p m.
Jazz Unlimited. Weekdays at 8 30 p m
Project Weekend. Weekend mornings at
6:00 am
Soul Spotlight. Saturdays at 8 30 p.m
Jazz Alive1. Sundays at 12 noon
Jazz Firsts. Sundays at 1 30 p m '
Jazz Revisited, Sundays at 2 30 p.m.
Jazz It Up!, Sundays at 3 00 p.m
PERFORMING ARTS
Curtain Time. Weekdays at 5 30 p.m
Voices in the Wind, Tuesdays at 7 30 p.m.
Roar of the Greasepaint. Saturdays at
4:00 p.m.
Music ot America. Sundays at 6.30 p.m '
FOLK AND BLUEGRASS MUSIC
Bluegrass Alive, Sundays at 7:30 p.m.*
Folk Festival. USA. Sundays at 8:30 p.m.

W* fJS

OLD-TIME" RADIO SHOWS

Best c ol Old-Time Radio Mondays and
'idays at 6 30 p.m
You Bet Yo.jr Lite ( old-time T J ) Tues:ays ai 6 30 p m •
Barrv Crane Private Investigator Wednesdays at 6 30 p m •
Snort Story Thursdays at 6 30 p m '
NEWS. PUBLIC AFFAIRS A INFORMATION
Journal Weekdays at 6 00 a m
Options. Friday - Monday at 9 00 a m
National Press Club Luncneons. Tuesdays
at 9 00 a m
Options In Education Wednesdays at 9 00
a m . repeated Fridays at 7 30 p n.
National Town Meeting. Thursdays at
900 am
Conversations. Weekdays at 12:00 noon
repeated at 7 15 p.m.
Mid-Day Report. Weekdays at 12:15 p.m
Afternoon Report. Weekdays at 5.15 pm
Studs Terkel's Almanac. Mondays at 730
p.m *
A Look At
. Wednesdays at 730 p.m
Inquiry, Wednesdays at 8 00 p.m.
Evening Journal. Thursdays at 7:30 p.m
AND THEN SOME ...
EKU Football. Saturdays.
EKU Basketball. Various nights and times
Stars and Stuff (science fiction drama).
Saturdays at 7:30 p.m.*
Backtrack (oldies). Sundays at 10:30 p.m

"New Program

fr

iil

Public Radio 88.9
5710/78

Todayocts
12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12.00 noon (or complete
program description
12:15 PM - THE MID-DAY REPORT
See Monday. 12 15 PM lor complete
program description
12:30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM's Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers
3.30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 330 PM lor complete
program description.
5:15 PM — AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. SIS p.m tor complete
program description
5:30 PM — CURTAIN TIME
Each weekmght Curtim Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording ot a motion picture or stage
musical.
6:30 PM - SHORT STORY (New Program)
A series of hart-hour dramatizations,
baaed on short stones
740 PM — LUM N ABNER
See Monday. 7C0 PM lor complete
program description

9:00 AM — OPTIONS
See Monday. 9.00 AM for complete
program description This is nof a
repeat of earlier programs
10:00 AM — CHICAGO SYMPHONY
Live on-tape recordings of the renowned Chicago Symphony Orchestras 1978-79 season Highlights
— MOZART Symphony No 41 in C.
K S61 Juprfer
HANDEL Harp Concerto in B-llat. Op
4. No 6
12:00 PM - THE OREAT OPERAS
Loy Lee hosts this presentation ol one
ol the world's great operas Highlights
— LEHAR The Merry Widow with
Harwood Stralas. Hollweg Karaian
conducting
4:00 PM — THE ROAR
OF THE GREASEPAINT
A varied selection ol everyonea tavonte
music Irom stage and silvar screen

7:30 PM -

STARS AND STUFF (New Program)
A series ol science fiction, fantasy
stories, all original. Iresh. solid arm
chair clutching high adventures
8:30 PM - SOUL SPOTLIGHT
A funky mixture ol disco. RAB. and
iazz music

Sunday oct s

7:1 S PM - CONVERSATIONS
A repeat ol this Afternoon's program
See Monday. 12 00 noon lor complete
program description

3.-00 AM — PROJECT WEEKEND
Wake up with us and our weekend
morning presentation ol light iazz.
news, weather, and special teatures

7:30 PM - EVENING JOURNAL
This spin-oil ol our weekday morning
program. Journal, presents a collection
ol Behmd-ine-Nows features, interviews, news and analysis.

*00 AM - OPTIONS
Sea Monday. 9:00 AM
1040 AM - NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC
Another rousing season ol New York
Philharmonic performances Highlights
— BRAHMS Tragic Overture. Op 81
BRAHMS Liebesheder Waltzer. Op 62
BERLIOZ Symphonic Fantastique
Jamas Levins, conductor
12:00 PM - JAZZ ALIVE!
This excellent series from National
Public Radio oilers recorded-live iazz
Highlights — Milt Jackson Quartet
— Art Biakey and his Jazz Messengers

8:30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 8 30 PM lor complete
program description.

Friday a* 6
6:00 AM - JOURNAL
See Monday 6 00 AM for complete
program description
9:00 AM - OPTIONS
See Monday 9.00 AM
10:00 AM —
BOSTON SYMPHONY (New Program)
The world-renowned Boston
Symphony joins WEKU-FM's line-up
12:00 PM - CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12 00 noon lor complete
program description
12:15 PM - THE MID-DAY REPORT
See Monday. 12 15 PM lor complete
program desc nption
12:30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM's Loy Lee Hosts this daily
concert whicn, includes historical and
Biographical background about the
music and composers
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday 3 30 PM lor complete
program description
5:15 PM — THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday 5 15 PM for complete
program description
5:30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
tne entire soundtrack or original cast
recording ol a motion picture or stage
musical
6:30 PM - THE BEST
OF OLD-TIME RADIO
7:30 PM - OPTIONS
IN EDUCATION (REPEAT)
A repeat ol Wednesday morning's
program See Wednesday. 9:00 AM for
complete program description
8:30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 8 30 PM lor complete
program description

Saturday oct. 7
6:00 AM - PROJECT WEEKEND
Wake up with us and our weekend
morning presentation ot light |azz.
news, weather and special features

1 JO PM - JAZZ FIRSTS (New Program)
Loy Lee presents and comments on
selections Irom new iazz recordings
2:30 PM — JAZZ REVISITED
This National Public Radio series
hosted by Hazen Shoemacher presents and evaluates the early years ol
recorded iazz. from 1917-1947
3:00 PM - JAZZ IT UP:
A weekly presentation ol big band swing
music, along with Dixieland, and contemporary big bands
6:30 PM - THE MUSIC OF AMERICA
(NEW PROGRAM)
A look al some ol the music that
Americas as some ol Americas indigmous music
7:30 PM —
BLUEGRASS ALIVEI (New Program)
Renlro Valley Kentucky was host to
two bluegrass lestivals earlier this year
The Mac Wiseman Bluegrass Festival
and The McLain Family Band Family
Festival
8:30 PM - FOLK FESTIVAL. USA
National Public Radios highly acclaimed weekly series ol Live on tape
Folk. Blues and Bluegrass lestival performances from virtually all of the 50
States
— In Concert Jean Redpath and The
Boys ol The Lough
10:30 PM — BACKTRACK
It's hard to believe but rock and roll has
been around tor almost a quarter ol a
century And thai s long enough to build
up quite a library of what are now fondly
known as oldies but goodies

Monday 0=1.9
6:00 AM - JOURNAL
Bringing People the news requires more
than a live-minute newscast at "The top
ol the hour." It requires a thorough
examination ol international, national,
regional and local events, weather and
sports
940 AM - OPTIONS

1040 AM —
INTERNATIONAL CONCERT HALL
This series Irom National Public Radio
presents recorded-live concerts Irom
all over the world Highlights
— MENDELSSOHN Symphony No 4
Italian.
BACH Harp Concerto No 4.
1240 PM - CONVERSATIONS
There is an endless variety ol interesting
people in and around the Central
Kentucky area Conversations brings
these people to you
12:13 PM - THE MID—DAY REPORT
A IS-Minute summary of international
national, and regional/local news
weather and sports.
12:30 PM - POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM's Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers Highlights
BEETHOVEN Piano Concerto «3
DVORAK Symphony »8 in G. Opus 88
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ
Basie. Benson Byrd. Ellington. Mann
Brubeck. Montgomery. T|ader. Wiesburg
the list goes on and on
515 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
A 15-minute summary of the day s news.
5:30 PM — CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical Highlights.
— Li i Abnar (Original Cast)

640 PM - THE BEST
OF "OLD-TIME- RADIO
740 PM — LUM N ABNER
Recordings of on* of the most remembered ol all Oid-Time
radio
comedies, starring Chet Lauck as Lum
and Norns Goll as Abnar
7:18 PM — CONVERSATIONS
A repeat ot this afternoon's program
See Monday. 12 00 noon lor complete
program description
7:30 PM — STUDS TERKEL'S
ALMANAC (New Program)
Few ol the guests on Studs Terkel s
programs bring as varied a range ol
talents belore the microphone as the
host himself
8:30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
Three and a half hours ol the very best
in jazz — traditional, contemporary,
progressive and avant garde styles, plus
Irequent profiles of new and outstanding albums and musicians

Tuesday Oct. 10
6:00 AM - JOURNAL
See Monday 6 00 AM lor complete
program description
9:00 AM — NATIONAL
PRESS CLUB LUNCHEONS
The National Press Club in Washington
is noted lor its interesting and entertaining luncheon speakers
10.00 AM - TOSCANINI:
THE MAN BEHIND THE LEGEND
What is the truth about the legend
created around the man Toscanini'*
Was he an autocrat a dictator in the
world of music9 Or was he as many be, lieve. the greatest conductor who ever
lived'' This weekly series, originally
aired on NBC radio tries lo answer
these and other questions
11:00 AM - CHARLES IVES:
THE UNANSWERED QUESTION
This series surveys the musical and
prose output ot the greal American
composer and insurance executive.
Charles Ives
1240 PM — CONVERSATIONS
See Monday. 12 00 noon for complete
program description
12:15 PM - THE MID-DAY REPORT
See Monday. 12 15 PM for complete
program description
12:30 PM — POTPOURRI OF CLASSICS
WEKU-FM's Loy Lee hosts this daily
concert which includes historical and
biographical background about the
music and composers Highlights
ELGAR Symphony »1 in A-flat. Opus
55

SCHUBERT Sonata in A minor. Opus
42
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 3 30 p.m for complete
program description
5:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. S IS PM lor complete program description
5:30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Tima presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical Highlights
— That's Entartainmant Part 2 (Original Soundtrack)
6:30 PM - YOU BET YOUR LIFE (Rtlurn)
The most irreverant ol the zany Marx
Brothers. Groucho. greets and heckles
contestants on this hilarious quiz show
740 PM - LUM * ABNER
See Monday. 7 00 PM lor complete program description
«• PM - CONVERSATIONS
A repeat ol this afternoon s program
See Monday. 12 00 noon for complete
program description

7:30 PM - VOICES IN THE WIND
Writers, painters, actors, poets,
musicians, sculptors — artists ol all
kinds are interviewed on thai weekly
arts magazine Irom National Pubkc
Radio hosted by Oscar Brand
0:30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday. 8 30 PM lor complete program description

Wednesday oct ii
040 AM - JOURNAL
See Monday. 6(0 AM lor complete
program description
840 AM - OPTIONS IN EDUCATION
This award-winning program Irom
National Public Radio is a fast-paced
report on numerous aspects of educational practices and innovations
Highlights (Subject to Change)
— Religious Education iTwo-Partsi
— Part One focuses on Parochial
Schools
1040 AM - CAMPUS MUSICA
This new series features concerts given
by the symphony orchestras of our
nation's colleges and schools of
music
3:30 PM - JUST JAZZ
See Monday. 3 30
5:15 PM - THE AFTERNOON REPORT
See Monday. 5 15 PM
5:30 PM - CURTAIN TIME
Each weeknight Curtain Time presents
the entire soundtrack or original cast
recording of a motion picture or stage
musical Highlights Fimans Rainbow
6:30 PM - BARRV QRAIG. PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR (New Program)
7:00 PM - LUM N ABNER
See Monday 7 00 PM
7 15 PM - CONVERSATIONS
A repeal of this cfternoons program
See Monday 12 00 noon for complete
program description
.
7:30 PM - A LOOK AT . . .
This weekly topical interview program
hosted by Ron Smith does exactly what
its name says It takes A Look At any
number ol newsworthy topics current
events and interesting people
8:00 PM - INQUIRY (Return)
The modern world is a complex place
morally and ethically The EKU Campus
Ministers Association takes a look at
current world and local issues from a
Moral point of view
6:30 PM - JAZZ UNLIMITED
See Monday 8 30 PM

Thursday oct. 12
640 AM - JOURNAL
See Monday. 6 00 a m for complete
program description
9:00 AM - NATIONAL TOWN MEETINGS
This National Public Radio series returns with a set of all new Town Meet
mg type discussions of National interest
10:00 AM - MORNING CONCERT
A well-balanced selection of serious
musical works, taken from the Romantic
Baroque Classical and other periods
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SARETTA
JUKEBOX
! MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
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Sunday 0*8

TAKE nVE
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Saturday oct
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NEWSZOOM
ARC NEWS
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
CMEMATICEYE
THAT'S BOLLYWOOD
PAMILY AFFAIR
MY THREE SONS
MACNEIL-LEBRER REPORT
JOURS WILD
BOLLYWOOD SOU ARES
POP GOES TBE COUNTRY
DtCS CAVETT SHOW
NEWLYWEDGAME
LITTLE BOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
WKRP IN CINCINNATI
V EVENING AT JYMPBONY
0 WELCOME BACK. ROTTER
St MAJLR
8 MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
It MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES Secmi 01
Thrr* Hungry Wives' Sun June* Fruictana. JIMIU
Waller
VISIONS
l!TH ISM II. COUNTRY HUSK AWARDS
CONGRESSIONAL OUTLOOK

anmnii
O*A
FARM REPORT
MOVIE -(WESTERN!
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HOT FUDGE
DUSTVS TREEHOISI
ARCHIES
YOGIS SPACE RACE
POPEYE HOI H
SCOORY 0O0. WHERE ARE VIH FANCFACE
BUGS RUNNY AND ROAD RUNNER
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OLD TME GOSPEL HW>»
TOBACCO TALK
LONE RANGED
DR THEA JONES
VOICE OF TBE MOUNTAINS
BBS HI'MBARD
JIMMY SWAGGART
THE STORY
REVIVAL FIRES
GOSPEL SOWING JUIILEE
WHATS NEW MISTER MAGOOT
Umi ROGERS
NORMAN VINCENT PEALE
WORLD TOMORROW
CLUE CLUB
ELECTRIC COMPANY
AMMAI.s. ANIMALS. ANIMALS
NEW SHAPES tH EM CATION
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MARIE CURIE. • special series of live hour-long weakly
dramas about the lite and work ol the most famous woman
scientist ol alt time—the discoverer of radium, the winner
of two Nobel Prizes—premieres on Wednesday. Oct. II.
on PBS.
MARIE CURIE dramatizes Madame Curie's brilliant
scientific career, which had at its center the discovery of
radium. The series spans the 48 years between 1886 and
1934 during which Marie Curie struggles as a student in
Paris where higher education previously was closed to
women, chooses a career in science and. despite
seemingly insurmountable odds, becomes one of the most
accomplished and famous women ever to live
In MARIE CURIE, filmed on location in England and
France. Jane Lepotaire (pictured) appears as Madame
Curie and Nigel Hawthorne as her husband Pierre.
MARIE CURIE will be hosted by Dr. Rotalyn Yalow who
in 1977 became the second woman ever to win a Nobel
Prize for Medicine. Dr. Yalow received the prestigious
award for her work in the development of the
radioimmunossay (RIA) procedure for the detection and
measurement of minute quantities of chemicals and
hormones in human blood and tissues
Documenting
the
overwhelmingly
frustrating,
frequently hostile barriers Madame Curie had to
overcome. MARIE CURIE authentically recreates the time
and atmosphere in which she conducted her work The
series reveals its heroine as tenacious and indomitable,
capable ol great warmth and compassion, yet painfully
shy
. J
The first episode ot MARIE CURIE takes Polish-born
Maria Sklodowska from her position as a governess for a
Polish family to her graduation in physics at the Sorbonne
in Paris The only woman in the class, she attained the
top rank At first. Marie Curie wishes to return to her native
Poland to teach students deprived ol the kind of knowledge
she has obtained But she is convinced by her devoted
father and mentor Jozef Sklodowski (Denis Carey), and by
her new friend Pierre Curie, that pure scientific research
could not flourish in Poland's intellectually repressive
atmosphere She chooses to remain in Paris to pursue her
life-long scientific inquiry
Made possible by a grant trom Hoffman-La Roche Inc .
MARIE CURIE originates trom WCET/Cmcinnati. Ohio
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CAMPUS INTERVIEW PROCEDURES
1. Al interviews v.* be heed in the Dtvteeon of
Cmr Development El Placement. 319 JonM
BuMlng. 622-2768.
2. Students who wash 10 schedule interviews
niM sign-up In person at the Division Office. 319
Jonn Bldg. Monday - Friday from 8 a.m. - 4:30
p.m.
3. Interview signup atarta after orgennetione
ara announced STI the FYI or the Eastern
Prograaa.
4. Tha minimum requirement for scheduling an
Interview n the completion and fling of a data
sheet Thie form la part of the Placement
R»g«tr«tion Packet which is available In the
DMaion of Career Development 8) Placement.
319 Jonea BuMlng. A complete eet of placement
ciedentiala ia recommended to support your
employment or Graduate echooi eearch.

Thursday oct

Tuesday 0* .10

INTERVIEWERS
NCR CORPORATION
Positions: Graphic Arts. Accounting. Pro
grammar/Syatemk Analyst. Sales Er Indusirisl
Engineers
Qualificatione: B.B.A. or M.B.A. in Accounting; B.B.A. or B.S. In Computer Science or EDP
B.B.A. in Bus. Adm.; B.S. in Industrial Tech
nology for Graphics and Ind. Engr. positions.

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY - Graduate School
of Management
Positiona: Two yeei Greduete Degree Progrem
leading ot e Masters Degree in Buslnsse Adm.
Qualification! Bacheloi Oegiee in any Major
interested in M.B.A. Progrem

Tuesday oct ,i
oc,2 Wednesday

US GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT EXAMS
Applications and information about each of
the following esems aie available in the Division
of Career Development and Placement. 319
Jones Bldg.
PROFESSIONAL 6 ADMINISTRATIVE CA
REER EXAM IPACEI
Most entry level non-technicel positions
require completion of the PACE EXAM.
1978
79 PACE APPLICATION El TEST
DATES
Applicetion periods: Sept. 18 Oet. 12. Jan 22
Fab. 22. 1979.
Test Periods Nov 4 • Dec 9. Mer. 10 - April 7.
1979

Wed., Oct 11
SEARS DATA CENTER
LouiavMe
Positions- Retail Mgmt. Trainees
Qualifications Bachelors degree in Mgmt..
Fashion Merchandising. Interior Deeign. Retailing. Marketing
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DAYTIME LISTINGS

NEWS Bl LLETIN
A NOTMtJI WORLD
ALL LN THE FAMILY
HAPPY ■» ROM
M.AJLH
OVBB EASY
HAPPY'S BtHR
NEWS Bl LLETIN
ADDAMS FAMILY
r'tTTtCOAT Jt NTTHIN
SESAME STREET
ADDAMS FAMILY
COMER Pi I F
t
i.ll l.ll. AS v ISLAND
BATMAN
ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
MISTER ROGERS
I DREAM III JEANME
IT H NEWS
ELECTRIC (llMPASl

PS is a weekly supplement by The Eastern
Progress as s service to sll members of the
University community Anyone wishing to have s
campus event plsced in dateline should contact
Ginny Eager 3106 m the Progress office on
Mondsv before the dete of publication Ques
Ikwia concerning WEKU-FM should ba directed
•o Tom Donoho. station manager at 2474 while
ngumes desling with Plecement Pipeline msy be
handled through Kurt Zimmerman, director ot
placement al 2766
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Tonight

^

Thursday , Oct. 5th

"Nuts & Bolts Party"

TUESDAY
Nighi Specials
Sleek SLobalar Dinner

1M

A*T(RMOON

Fine Dining t The Finest
Fresh Seafood

The Chaplin Review
starring Charlie Chaplin

EMPLOYMENT NEWS BRIEF
Starting m 1980 Florida law requires candi
dates for teaching positions in pubic schools to
psss s competency test end complete e one yeer
internship before being awarded a leeching
certificate.

III

NiaiN TODAY
\' il Ni; AND THE RKSTLIXs
BEWITCHED
IKiB BRAI'N SHOW
1.1 IDING LIGHT
RYAN'S HOPE
ALL MY i llll Mil s
DAYS OF OCR LIVES
Ui THE WORLD Tl RNS
ONE LIFE TO LIVE
DOCTORS
SEARCH FOR TOMORROW

NOW OPEN

■J£*

starring Herold Lloyd
on II
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NEWS
ZOOM
ABC NEWS
NBC NEWS
CBS NEWS
TEACHING LIFE SCIENCE IN THE E1.EME.N
KY SCHOOL
SHA NA NA
TODAY AT KKKNSLAND
MY TBREE SONS
MACNEII. I.ITIRER REPORT
JoKtJCSWII.il
THAT GOOD OLE: NASHVILLE Ml Ml
BONKERS
DICK CAVKTT SHOW
NEWLYWED GAME
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL WORLD SERIES
THE JEFFERSOMS
MARIE (TRIE
EIGHT IS EMH'GH
IN THE BEGINNING
WEDNESDAY NIGHT MOVIE Lifeguard Sun
n Elliott Aaae Arcesr
GREAT PF.RKIIRMAMT-S
c mm if • IM.I i VEC.AI
, ST GALY TILES
J8 0 NEWS
THE TONIGHT SHOW
CSP LATE MOVIE
POLICE WOMAN'S W A T
TOMORROW
TAKE nVE

UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES

DECEMBER b MAY GRADUATES"' AFTER
GRADATION WHAT???
The Division of Career Development El
Placement. 319 Jones Bldg.. provides EIGHT 181
free Services to assist you in answering the
question: AFTER GRADUATION WHAT?
Stop by the Division Office todey and pick up
your placement Regietraton packet.

Thursday - Wednesday
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NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY INSAI
Bachelor a El Meeters degree candidate with
the following mak>rs are aMglila to take the
Professional Qualification Test for position with
the INSAI
Recruiting Msjori In Math, physical sciences,
modem foreign languages, library science,
history geography, joumliam. bnainsea and
public edminietretion. psychology, economics
snd lew enforcement.
t
Application deadline November 4, 1978
Test date November IB. 1978.

Exams etc. .

Tues. 6- Wed.. Oct. 10 Er 11
AMERICAN
HOSPITAL SUPPLY CORP.
Positiona Sales. Operations and Distributes
Trainees end Accounting/Finonce.
Quslrficationt Bschelora or Mesters degree in
Bus. Adm. or related Held for sales: Dsgrse in
Accounting of Finance with minimum of 12 hrs.
In Acct.

lies

FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICER AND INFORMA
TION OFFICER EXAM
The Department of State and the International
Communications Agency lequlree the comple
tton of the) exem. Competition m vary keen for
these positions.
Application deadens Oct. 20. 1878.
Test Oats Dec. 2. 1878.

Thurs.. Oct. 12 SQUARE "D" COMPANY
Positions Quality Control. Industrial Engineer
mg end Supervisory Mgmt. Train see.
Qualifications: Bachelor Degrees in Induetriel
Technology

PERDUE INC.
Positiona Poultry Rock and proc seeing Mgmt.
tralnaas and Hatchery Trelneee.
Qualificatione. Bachelor Degrees in Agriculture or any other Majors with farm and/or Animal
Huabandry Background.
NOTE: kitervlewa wM be conducted In the
Carter Bldg. Contact Mr. Robert Lay Rm. 7 Carter Bldg to schedule an Interview.

Today oct.5
oet e Friday

12

-

Carry Ouls Available
623-B20I
N*LP IMLl OTIIIBI

We also leelure e luN line oi FRESH
SEAFOOD "em including Clams
Slutted Crab. Scallops. Flounder.
Shnmp. Lobster and 0round Beef

j Ii—

J. Sutler Puts People
Together!

Tuesday Oct. 10th

"Crazy Games"

J. Sutlers also
provides unusual
entertainment.

Both Events Start At 8:00

